Audi Rethinks Production.
The future of the factory has begun. Intelligent systems,
innovative technologies, efficient structures.
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Editorial
Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl
Member of the Board of Management of AUDI AG,
Production

Our sector is currently undergoing the greatest upheaval of its more than one-hundred year history. An increasing number
of customers are seeking highly individual automobiles that can be
further individualized even after purchase. On the one hand, a diverse array of model variants expands our product lineup, while, on
the other, increasing the complexity of our global production processes. “Vorsprung durch Technik” is in the DNA of every Audi. Very
fitting to this is the way we manufacture an Audi – always to the
very latest state of the art. Our production will continue to set
benchmarks in future, too.
This leads us to strive to make processes efficient, flexible, highly automated and future-proof. The guideline in so doing
is to fulfill to the utmost the customer wishes of tomorrow and
the day after. Therefore, we are digitalizing and networking inno
vative technologies, factories and all business functions intelligently with one another and enabling humans and machines to
work together hand-in-hand.
You can imagine the future of Audi Production thus:
Bodyshells come precision-made from the 3D printer; driverless
transport systems move cars of different model ranges freely from
station to station as required for the next assembly step, instead
of to a tight, sequentially fixed rhythm; and robots assist employees,
knowing for themselves what is required of them next. That is our
vision for the factory of the future – we call it the “Smart Factory”.
The word smart – meaning clever, intelligent, neat –
stands for our passion for driving innovation and for continually
developing ourselves. This is how we create ever better solutions
that keep us one step ahead of the competition. Therefore, as we
see it, the Smart Factory is a better expression of the dynamics
behind this process than the popular term “Industry 4.0”. Smart
Factory is a vision that we will pursue with all our might.
The factory of the future offers us enormous potential
that has yet to be exploited. Take data, for instance – it will become
as valuable in future as a raw material as oil or gold. How can we
make this raw material a central factor of production? How can we
use even more artificial intelligence in our tools and machines? On
this time travel to the Smart Factory, we are continuously asking
ourselves the questions: Is our process quality right? Are we agile
and sustainable enough? And, above all: Do our products meet the
highest standards of premium quality?

The fact is that the digital world is merging with the real
world of our production. For us “Audianer” it is important that we
take the leading role. One key factor is to make effective use of our
knowledge of the interfaces in the interaction of all production
units. We also need network architects and programmers to configure machines in future in a way that ensures all processes are
heavily synchronized with one another and that the factory technology provides employees with the best possible support.
Even in the face of all this automation, the worker remains at the center. Job profiles may change, but Audi will never
have a factory devoid of people. Rather, people and machines will
complement one another in their strengths. While robots handle
monotonous, physically strenuous and stressful jobs, it is people
who will be executing value-adding production processes – and it
will always be down to them when creativity and innovation are the
order of the day. When I think of Audi, I always picture a team in
which every individual is bubbling over with energy and motivation.
It is our ideas that will bring us forward in future, too. And that is
why the human being will remain the key to successful production.
Our task now is to transfer the idea of the Smart Factory
to all our plants and thus set ourselves on a broad and firm foundation. What we want to generate throughout our entire organization
is a permanent state of creative restlessness. Everyone is called
upon to keep searching for opportunities for improvement. We
question the status quo in order to become even better and stronger
– in the interests of our customers. In this Encounter Magazine, we
show you the stages we have already completed and the routes that
still lie ahead on the path to the Smart Factory. You will be surprised
by the diversity of the solutions we have already implemented in
Audi Production. This is how we are securing progress in this field
of innovation, too.
I wish you an enjoyable read!

The digital world is merging with the real world of our production.
For us “Audianer” it is important that we take the leading role.
Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl
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Audi Q7 Bodyshell Manufacturing

Audi uses virtual and augmented-reality applications in much of its planning

The bodyshell of the Audi Q7 is built at the Bratislava plant in a

and development work. They transfer the user into data worlds and superimpose

new multi-material construction. The primary challenge is connecting

reality with computer-generated imagery.

hot-formed steel with aluminum.

1,792

2.5

The four computers for visualization in the 3D Cave in the Preproduction Center use a total

Two-and-a-half millimeters – is the thickness of sheet steel that can be bonded

of 1,792 processor units to generate the imagery.

with sheet aluminum using friction welding.
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The Factory of the day after tomorrow

The monocoques of the Aventador super sports car are made completely

How will Audi build cars 20 years from now? Will big factories have to give

from CFRP. At the Lamborghini factory in Sant’Agata Bolognese, the proportion

way to small, decentralized units? How can the immense data flows be channeled?

of highly qualified manual work is extremely high.

Experts think about the Smart Factory of the future.
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The prepreg CFRP mats arrive at the factory from the supplier pre-cooled and are

Cars in the year 2030 will still have four wheels; we can be sure of that.

further processed here at room temperature.

But production will have changed dramatically.
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Night in Brussels

Robot co-worker

The Brussels plant has been part of the Audi Production network since 2007.

Audi is gradually dismantling the safety fences between humans

More than 115,000 Audi A1 left the production line there last year. We take a photographic

and robots. The latest-generation automatons register their surroundings

trip through the Belgian plant.

so precisely that direct cooperation is now possible.

115,000

1,500,000

The Audi A1 drives the first kilometers under its own power on a test rig.

Roughly estimated, 1.5 million industrial robots were in use worldwide in 2014.

And it is subject to a real power shower to ensure it is absolutely watertight.

Robots are becoming ever better at assisting people.
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The
Summiteers
Pushing past the limits – that’s what extreme mountain climbers
Thomas and Alexander Huber, the “Huberbuam” (Huber boys), are all
about. They take the seemingly impossible and make it possible.
That’s also the standard set by Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl, Member of the
Board of Management of AUDI AG responsible for Production.
We talk to them about the means to the end, about visions, passion,
risks, setbacks – and the moment that makes it all worthwhile.
Text
Barbara Wege

14

Photos
Katrin Ebner
Franz Hinterbrandner
Huberbuam
Michael Meisl
Heinz Zak
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We’re meeting today in the Rübezahl-Alm
on theWilder Kaiser Mountain. What does this
place mean to you?

1

Dr. Hubert Waltl: I find the Wilder Kaiser exudes an
incredible force. I know it in and out from skiing and hill
walking. But every time I see it (looks out the window),
I think to myself – what a powerful mountain; edgy,
rough, honest …
Thomas Huber: … with everything that a good mountain needs. The story of the Huberbuam began a few
kilometers away from here. Alexander and I went on
our first climbing vacation without our parents at the
Gaudeamus Hut at the foot of the Törlspitzen. I was sixteen and he was fourteen. We had to call home every
evening. By the end of that week, we were pretty much
established as a rope team.

2

And since then, you have been climbing the world’s
toughest routes, scaling the highest mountains,
walking to the ends of the earth – to Patagonia and
as far as Antarctica at minus 54 degrees Celsius.
What is it that drives you?
3

→
Brave –
Alexander Huber on
the “Pan Aroma” route
in the Dolomites.

Thomas and
Alexander Huber

1
Rustic –
Dr. Hubert Waltl and
the Huberbuam
met in the RübezahlAlm in Ellmau, Austria.

Thomas Huber
Born: November 18, 1966
Birthplace: Palling, Bavaria
Profession: Mountain climber
Height: 178 cm
Weight: 76 kg
Reach: 120 cm

Alexander Huber
Born: December 30, 1968
Birthplace: Trostberg, Bavaria
Profession: Mountain climber
Height: 176 cm
Weight: 74 kg
Reach: 126 cm

Thomas Huber, born 1966 in Palling,
was constantly out and about with
his father in the Berchtesgaden Alps
as a child. While studying Sport,
he decided, “I want to be a mountain
climber”. His biggest successes have
been the West Face of the seventhousand-meter Latok II (Pakistan),
the speed-climbing record on the
“Nose” in Yosemite Valley (USA) and
the Three Peaks Project (Italy) with
a combination of mountain climbing
and base jumping. But 35 years
of mountaineering also means lots
of setbacks and countless injuries.
These days, expeditions are Thomas
Huber’s specialty. He also makes
music – stoner rock, of course. Only
at home in Berchtesgaden are things
more-or-less normal, with his wife
and three children – aside, perhaps,
from the tunnel in the basement
with climbing grips all the way up to
the ceiling.

Alexander Huber, born in 1968 in
Trostberg, is the younger of the Huber
buam and wasn’t allowed to join
the mountain trips with their father
until a little later, which made his
rise all the faster. He climbed to the
top of the world in 1994 with his
ascent of the Schleier Waterfall in
Tyrol, Austria via the “White Rose”
route; the world’s first in the upper 11
difficulty level. The first grade-11
routes in Alpine climbs, free-climbing
routes and speed records on the
big walls of the Yosemite (USA), the
first ascent of the West Face of
the seven-thousand-meter Latok II
(Pakistan) and the free solo ascent of
the direttissima on the big peak of
the Tre Cime di Lavaredo (Italy) –
these are the highlights of his life
as a mountaineer. The graduate physicist chose this path in life over one
in science. Like his brother Thomas,
he tells of his experiences in talks
(incl. In the Light of the Mountains),
books (incl. The Mountain Within: The
True Story of the World’s Most Extreme Free-Ascent Climber) and
films (incl. To the Limit). Alexander
Huber lives with his family in Scheffau
in Berchtesgaden.

2
Visionary –
Alexander Huber,
Thomas Huber
and Dr. Hubert Waltl
strive to make the
impossible possible.

3
Inquisitive –
Even as a child,
Dr. Hubert Waltl
wanted to know how
everything works.

Alexander Huber: Mountains mean adventure. I felt
that from the very beginning. In the middle of civilized
Europe, they’re still quite wild even today. I still clearly
remember standing on the summit of the Small Watz
mann in a snowstorm at the age of thirteen. I have
never again experienced such an intense feeling of exposure. Once you’ve had that, you want more.

Prof. Dr.
Hubert Waltl
Board Member for Production, AUDI AG
Hubert Waltl was born September 10, 1958 in Baar,
Bavaria.
After school, he began training as a tool mechanic.
His first job came in 1976 as a cutter in the Toolmaking
department at AUDI AG.
Following further education as a state-approved machine
technician, he was appointed as of 1994 to a succession of management positions within Audi Toolmaking
and Production Planning at the Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm plants. In parallel with his work, Waltl also studied
Production Technology at the College of Commerce
and Technology in Dresden.
In 2002, he took over responsibility for all of Audi
Toolmaking. Additional responsibilities for Group Toolmaking as well as Bodyshell Planning and Toolmaking
for the Volkswagen car brand came in 2007.
On October 1, 2009, he was appointed Board Member
for Production and Logistics for the Volkswagen car
brand.He received his doctorate (Dr.-Ing) on January 8,
2013 from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
at the TU Chemnitz.

Dr. Hubert Waltl: For me, it’s first and foremost my
curiosity that motivates me. Even as a child I always
wanted to know how everything worked. I took my toys
apart and put them back together again. Sometimes,
there were bits left over (laughs). Soon I became interested in what could be done better. Just as you go to the
limits with your bodies, we do with technology. We’re
always asking ourselves the question: How can we push
the existing boundaries – take the seemingly impossible and make it possible?

www.huberbuam.de

Alexander Huber: The most successful mountain climbers are those with the greatest innovative power, not
necessarily those with the most physical strength. The
key thing is the vision to see as achievable what others
simply can’t imagine. When we set off nowadays for the
Himalayas or Antarctica, I am still excited by this venture into the unknown – the idea of being a pioneer.

Think laterally and stick
with it is the motto.
Don’t be driven crazy by
the eternal doubters.
Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl
Board Member for Production, AUDI AG

West Peak
2007

West Peak
North Face, 2,973 meters,
Dolomites, South Tyrol, Italy

Hubert Waltl has been Board Member for Production at
AUDI AG since April 1, 2014.

Pan Aroma
500 meters, XI- od. 8c

In February 2015, the Technical University of Chemnitz
awarded Hubert Waltl an honorary professorship for automotive production tooling in the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering.
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First Redpoint Ascent
2007, Alexander Huber
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What does home mean for you?

←
Exposed –
Alexander Huber
on the Grand Capucin
in the French Mont
Blanc group.

Thomas Huber: I absolutely love travelling all over the
world. I can’t imagine a better job. But when I open the
door of my house in Berchtesgaden, I know that this is
where I belong.

→
Adventure –
Alexander likes
to think of himself
as a pioneer.

Dr. Hubert Waltl: My family, Bavaria with its successful
combination of laptop and lederhosen and, of course,
Audi – all of that is home to me. I began as an apprentice in our Ingolstadt Toolmaking department almost
39 years ago. When the board member paid a visit back
then, we spent the two weeks beforehand sweeping the
workshop (laughs). I could never have imagined that
would be me one day. When Volkswagen boss Prof. Dr.
Martin Winterkorn said to me in 2009 that I was to be
Board Member for Production at VW, my first reaction
was “Can I even do that”?

4
Push yourself –
Take on challenges, fail,
grow, take new paths.
Alexander thinks that’s
what life is about.
5
Self-belief –
The mountain climber
sets his skill in
relation to the risk.

You could.
Dr. Hubert Waltl: I spent five great years at Volkswagen
– umpteen starts-of-production, new plants in Russia
and India, learning about new cultures around the world
– all of that enriches you as a person and as a manager.
For me personally, it’s the combination of international experience and staying down to earth. So I have to
admit that, when I drove past Audi Toolmaking back
then, it always made me a little sad that I couldn’t simply go in.

Schweizerführe
400 meters, 6b+ od. VII+

5
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Alexander and Thomas, you both consciously
put yourselves in danger in pursuit of your
objectives. Why?
Alexander Huber: By its very nature, going to the limits
involves risks and setbacks. There’s no such thing as
100-percent safety in life, and definitely not on a mountain. What counts is to calculate the risk and weigh that
up against your own capabilities.

Thomas Huber: That kind of analysis can even lead to
taking a step back. Turning round just before the summit is the greatest art of mountaineering.
Alexander, there was a time in your life
when you were driven by fear. That’s why we all
know you as Alexander the Fearless …
Alexander Huber: In contrast to when I’m on the mountain, I always just ran away from fear back then. I
blocked out the pressures weighing down on me.
Starting in professional mountain climbing came with
a high degree of financial uncertainty. I financed myself
through contracts and had nothing for a year. There
were no bookings and the next expedition had to be financed and the equipment paid off – eventually, my
back was against the wall. Then came a finger injury,
excruciating criticism from others and the whole stress,
which had actually been too much for a long time. And
now I didn’t even have success to balance it out and the
whole house of cards came tumbling down. I got some
good advice to seek the help of a therapist to face my
fears and get me back on track.

Alexander Huber: We’ve been mountaineering for 30
years and have repeatedly reinvented ourselves. If
we hadn’t, we’d be nowhere today. At the age of 28,
I was the world’s best in sport climbing, which is the
sprint discipline of mountaineering. But it was clear
that the really young guys would come up behind me,
so I turned my attention to the bigger mountains,
where experience and stamina are what counts. That
was a strategic restructuring in my own personal company.

4

Alexander Huber: Take on challenges, fail, then grow
and take a new approach. That’s what life is all about.
Anything else would mean standing still.

Dr. Hubert Waltl: First of all, I speak to my team. I rely
on their opinion. Then I tackle it on my own, close the
door, sketch the problem on a piece of paper and reflect
on my actions. Did I put the topic across correctly? Have
I become obsessed? Have the indicators changed? Then
I draw a line under it and take a decision.

Dr. Hubert Waltl: That doesn’t happen if you’re interested and look beyond your own horizons. Because
I was always coming with new ideas, my former boss
once said to me “If I had more people like you, I would
give up” (laughs).

Grand Capucin
3,838 meters, Mont Blanc, France

Dr. Hubert Waltl: By sticking with it. Don’t let yourself
be driven crazy by eternal doubters. Be confident and
approach your target step by step. And be determined
to go that extra mile for a perfect result. How often
have I heard in my professional life “that won’t work
anyway”? And how often were we able to say in the end
“we did it”?

How do you deal with setbacks?

You can do that again now. You’ve been back at
Audi since last year. But you’ve never left the
Volkswagen Group. Don’t you get blinkered after
four decades?

Grand Capucin
2008

How do you turn the vision into reality?

Dr. Hubert Waltl: Lateral thinking is the motto. I’m
always asking myself, whether I’m at the local blacksmith or a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, what can we learn here for
Audi? How can we transfer that into production? I actually got the Idea for my PhD thesis on a ski lift here in
Ellmau. I was chatting to my companions about how
the ski lift worked. When we got to the top, I had the
idea to build an intelligent press tool.
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Today, you say that fear is your best friend.
But your best friend has a pretty bad reputation …
Alexander Huber: It’s on the mountain in particular
that fear is my best friend. Fear makes me alert and
causes me to take the appropriate caution in the world
of the mountain. If I have the self-confidence to be able
to overcome the risk, it’s fear that concentrates my
mind. However, if I have the feeling that I’m not a hundred percent up to the situation, it makes me nervous.
That’s also a clear sign that I should take a step back
and turn round. If I were to have a bad feeling, but carry
on nevertheless, it would very quickly be fatal on the
mountain …
Dr. Hubert Waltl: … and in professional life. That’s why
we need a climate of trust in every single department.
Mistakes are allowed, otherwise there would be no innovation, because nobody would venture into new territory. We just have to make sure we learn from our
mistakes.

Free Bavarian Direct
800 meters, 5.13b/XFirst Ascent
1996, free and technical climbing,
7/A3 Christian Schlesener,
Mane Reichelt, Luca Guselli,
Bernd Adler, Markus Bruckbauer
and Tom Gard
Team Free Ascent
2012, Alexander und Thomas Huber
and Mario Walder
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Thomas Huber: Everyone in the team has to be clear on
what their job is and he has to do it perfectly. For us,
that means being at the top of our game both physically and mentally. I don’t depend on Alexander carrying my backpack. I would rather be strong enough to
provide support to my brother. Something magic happens when we come together as a team. We achieve
more than the sum of our two heads, grow beyond our
own limits …

Alexander Huber: I have learnt that fear is a mountain
you can’t avoid. When you face your fears, you’re not
a wimp, you’re showing courage. If you don’t stand
up to them, they’ll catch you out again at a bad moment. Always just being able to analyze is not enough.
Eventually, you just have to get on the mountain.
Alexander and Thomas, you’ve both decided to
tackle your mountains together. How do excellent
lone warriors become a successful team?

But you fight when you’re on the mountain,
Thomas and Alexander, don’t you – sometimes
big style …

Thomas Huber: It started with the shared passion
for mountain climbing. We also complement one another with our strengths and weaknesses. For example,
Alexander always stays calm. Everything is clear and
structured for him …

Thomas Huber: Oh yes, we’ve been arguing for as long
as I can remember. Alexander, for instance, always
thinks he’s right.

Thomas Huber: Once the fire is fully lit among everyone
in a team, the discipline comes automatically. We know
from school, if the teacher can’t enthuse the students
with the subject, then their hearts just aren’t in it.

Mt. Asgard
South Tower, Mt. Asgard,
2,015 meters, Auyuittuq National
Park, Baffin Island, Canada

Alexander Huber
Extreme Mountain Climber

Dr. Hubert Waltl: … in the knowledge that, in an emergency, you’re there for one another. Within the Board
of Management, there are times when one or other of
us is in difficulty, and there’s an inherent understanding
that we’ll help each other. The prerequisite, though, is
that we communicate a lot with one another and say in
plenty of time where the problems are. There’s no sense
in shrinking away from it.

Alexander Huber: … whereas Thomas is full of infectious enthusiasm and always fully committed.

Mt. Asgard
2012

The most successful
mountain climbers
are those with the greatest innovative power.

Dr. Hubert Waltl: It’s no different for adults. I once
designed an installation fixture for a fender. I met a
co-worker in the workshop who had just ignored it. “The
thing doesn’t work,” he said. My first reaction was to
get all worked up (laughs). But then we talked about it
and agreed what we could do better. This is another
demonstration of how we achieve the best when we
involve every member of the team.

Turning round just
before the summit is
the greatest art
of mountaineering.
Thomas Huber
Extreme Mountain Climber

Alexander Huber: It’s often not easy to get your way on
something that isn’t an exact match for Thomas’ thinking. He’s quite simply the oldest – although, these days,
I look just as old (laughs). Over time, I’ve found ways to
have things my way occasionally in really important
situations.
Thomas Huber: Seriously, though, it can’t work in the
long-term without a sensible atmosphere of constructive debate. Everybody knows the situation on the
mountain – one of you wants to risk the climb, but the
other hesitates because a storm might blow up. In that
kind of situation, we take every doubt seriously, because the euphoria of climbing can mask the risks. If my
gut feeling is not right, I step back. A piece of mountaineering wisdom says “Come back from every expedition healthy and as friends”. Not everybody manages
that, but we always have.
Is there an atmosphere of constructive debate
within the Board of Management?
Dr. Hubert Waltl: It’s the same for us as it is in any team
– we have some pretty tough discussions, too, but
they’re not allowed to get personal or destructive and
certainly not hurtful. We stay on-topic, with mutual appreciation and respect. It’s our job to work out the best
solutions for Audi and to see our decisions through together.
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←
Setbacks –
Thomas Huber failed
three times at this
pitch on Mt. Asgard in
Canada before he
finally conquered it.

6

6
Teamwork –
Thomas knows that,
once the fire is lit in a
team, the discipline
comes automatically.
7
Reflection –
Thomas risks a
climb only when the
gut feeling is right.

7

8
Passion –
Thomas’ enthusiasm
is infectious, says
Alexander Huber.

8

→
Into the unknown –
Summit of the
Nameless Tower,
Karakorum, Pakistan.
9
Vision –
Dr. Hubert Waltl and
the Huberbuam
seek out challenges.
10
Descent –
On the way to a goal,
what counts are
self-belief, willpower
and risk awareness.

We are constantly
asking ourselves the
question: How can
we push the existing
boundaries?

Alexander Huber: You are quite simply above everything. And the more you had to invest in order to reach
the summit, the more intensive the moment. I like time
to stand still. I don’t think of yesterday or tomorrow,
but live simply in the here and now.

Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl,
Board Member for Production, AUDI AG

Dr. Hubert Waltl: It’s always a fascinating moment
when the first car from a brand-new model range leaves
the assembly line. I always feel a bit proud. We know
the car inside out, where the problems were and how
we dealt with them.

9

Alexander Huber: Definitely. It’s a seal of approval for
the objective reached if you’ve worked hard for it. That’s
why I try really to embrace the joy at the end of a long
road, to breathe it in deeply. Thanks to the power of
memory, the sense of success extends beyond the moment itself.
Dr. Hubert Waltl: With every new model, I remind myself what my personal contribution was. I’ve been doing
that since I was an apprentice. It gave me huge pleasure, for instance, to draw a flat blank into a tear-free
fender. And that hasn’t changed to this day.

10

13
Concentration –
When the self-belief is
there, it’s fear that
concentrates my mind,
says Alexander.
14
Joy –
The two men try to
absorb the moment of
success deep within
them.

Years of work to achieve the big objective.
Is it all worth it?

13

11
Timeout –
Dr. Hubert Waltl
was in a ski lift
when he came up
with the idea for his
doctorate.
12
Caution –
Fear is Alexander’s
best friend when he’s
on the mountain –
because it keeps him
alert.

And when you reach the summit, how do you feel?

12

14

What summits do you still want to reach?
Dr. Hubert Waltl: Our next mountain is in San José
Chiapa, Mexico, where we’re building the second generation of the Audi Q5 in a completely new plant with
3,800 new employees. We have a clear goal – premium
quality “made by Audi” from the very first Q5 that
leaves the line. This is the challenge I set myself with
my production team. And otherwise? To lose ten kilos.
And at some point to look back and say “I’m satisfied”.

11

Nameless Tower
2012

Nameless Tower
6,251 meters, Karakorum, Pakistan
Eternal Flame
800 meters, 24 pitches, IX+
First Ascent
1989, free and technical climbing
Wolfgang Güllich and Kurt Albert
First Red Point Ascent
2009, Alexander and Thomas Huber
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Thomas Huber: Our project for 2015 is in Pakistan. The
face we’re attempting has already been tried by some
of the best mountaineers in the world. 30 expeditions
have failed, so there’s no certainty that we’ll actually
reach the summit (laughs). If we really stick together,
we can make it. Besides that, I want to keep sharing my
love for climbing, to give people something for their
lives, so that, in the best case, they can say “I’m going
to tackle it now. I’m going to do it”.

Mountains mean
adventure. In the middle
of civilized Europe,
they’re still quite wild
even today.
Alexander Huber
Extreme Mountain Climber

Smart
FAction

THE
FACTORY
The production line is old hat;
every Audi model is built individually at so-called
competence islands.

Text
Hermann Reil
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Audi Rethinks Production
The future of the factory has begun – with intelligent systems, innovative technologies,
efficient structures. Now is the time to approach the issue from a completely
new angle. Small groups of masterminds in Ingolstadt are gathering ideas for the
Smart Factory beyond 2030.
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THE
COMPETENCE
ISLANDS
The production of the future is no longer structured
around the rhythm of the production line, but
around work content.

09

Despite this immense concentration of tech
nology, this production facility is far from being without
people – quite the opposite, in fact. The vast number of
variants, the high level of individualization and the
stringent quality standards can only be achieved with
suitably highly qualified staff. But, wherever possible,
they are assisted by robots that do the legwork. Ergo
nomics and minimum strain are the top priorities.
Employees are increasingly responsible for planning
and control functions – after all, in 2035, skilled employees are valued and in high demand. The standards
are equally high. Because of the extreme variety of the
products, work content has become incredibly wideranging and employees are assisted by sophisticated
“wearable” information systems. There could be threedimensional projections by then. They show the component in its correct installation location even before it
is passed to the technician by his own personal robot
assistant.
Smart Factory is very much the appropriate
term for this form of production, with automation and
networking on a massive scale that is still almost inconceivable today. This is where highly individualized lowvolume production runs and one-offs are made for the
extremely demanding premium customers of the distant future. These are customers who want to set themselves apart, who want – even very late in the process
– to be able to influence almost every single detail. And
they no longer want to experience just the handover of
their highly individualized car, but perhaps even its
birth, too – in their Audi Smart Factory, right next to the
major cities where they live.
Alois Brandt, however, is certain that the
production line will not have been completely abandoned by the year 2035. As Head of Technology Devel
opment Innovation, he and his team scout for all the
ideas and developments that might be considered for
improved vehicle production in future. And he knows
very well that the production method introduced a
good one hundred years ago by Henry Ford will retain
its strengths in future, too, “It will be difficult to find
something more efficient for a mass-produced product
with a high degree of standardization.”

THE
DRONES
Highly conceivable
as “rapid transporters”
for individual parts.

THE BODY
SCANNER
The driver of the future
is measured and a
tailor-made seat comes
from the 3D printer.

THE
TEAM
Felix Schwabe, Alois Brandt, Fabian Rusitschka
and their colleagues are working on
the factory of the future.

Photo: Ulrike Myrzik
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The production line has been
abandoned in this factory hall.
The tried and tested ideas of an ordered, rhythmic process running in series no longer apply. Flat transport
robots – so-called driverless transport systems – move
in seeming chaos across the floor. They carry cars in
various states of build – here, an almost finished, superluxurious Audi convertible; there, the body-in-white of
a highly efficient electric SUV; and coming toward us is
a stylish city car with multi-colored paintwork.
The routes taken by these hundreds of trans
port systems appear utterly unplanned – yet every
single one of them is following precisely the higher
logic of a radical new production process. All of them
are on their way to their respective next stations, the
so-called competence islands. In Bodyshell Manufact
uring, parts come fresh from large metal printers (the
huge press lines of earlier factories have largely been
decommissioned). At a neighboring island – organized
like a small workshop – technicians are working in collaboration with their helpful robot co-workers to install
the driveline components: electric motors, fuel-cell
systems and internal combustions engines, too. At the
next station, interior fittings are being made and installed on the spot – just in time. There is an inexhaustible array of leather variants and trim materials available, from which the customer made his selection just
a few hours before. And because he couldn’t make his
mind up on the final exterior finish, his car is coated
with an innovative top coat that can be engraved by
laser induction weeks or months later with lettering,
logos, images – or whatever fantasy permits.
The higher order of the apparent chaos is
floating quite literally in the air – in the constant data
exchange between all the machines involved. The transport system knows that the next thing “its” car needs
is, for example, its steering wheel and seats, and it asks
the competence islands for interior fittings when there
happens to be available capacity. The car is thus not
following an outwardly visible production line, but instead an “inner” virtual one. The car moves from station
to station, where it is “supplied” with all necessary materials and work – like an airplane that travels from airport to airport to find the ground crew awaiting its arrival wherever it goes. And, like an airport, this factory
is also controlled from a tower, that huge data center
that knows in real time from each machine, each car
and almost every component where it is, what it is currently doing and what the next thing is that has to happen. Yet, despite its enormous computing capacity, this
tower cannot control everything in detail. In this factory, the people and the machines do this autonomously or among themselves. But it is the tower that issues
the build plan and ensures that the whole thing comes
together.
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THE
ROBOTS
They will work
hand-in-hand with
people, as assistants
and for repetitive
procedures.

THE
TOWER
Big Data are produced
and mastering this
is the key technological
step.
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Nevertheless, the customer demands made
of a premium manufacturer continue to grow in the
other direction. The number of variants is rising massively; equipment is becoming ever more complex and
the degree of individualization ever higher. “And this is
where we are already reaching the limits of line-based
production,” says Brandt, because the amount of work
required for the cars on the line often differs greatly.
One example is the Audi A3 Sportback e-tron with its
plug-in hybrid drive. So that it can be produced together
with all the other A3 variants, an additional loop was
incorporated into the line for the assembly of the electric components. And this requirement alone will surely
become considerably greater through the anticipated
co-existence over many years of wide-ranging drive
types. Production complexity continues to increase
apace. Things were simpler in Henry Ford’s time – for a
long time, his Tin Lizzy was available in only one variant
and only in black.
For many years, indeed decades, the development of the car was a fairly linear process – a new
vehicle generation generally meant a few more hp, a
few more miles to the gallon and more comfortable
seats. Things were similar in production, too – every
detail was increasingly refined, but still based on the
same principles as 100 years ago. However, in both
areas, many things are now reaching their limits. There
is also an endless list of new functions and technologies
in every model. Radical thinking is now called for – and
is being advanced through new technologies like the
electric car.
Alois Brandt has thus established two teams
that have been tasked with thinking a good deal farther
– beyond tomorrow, and perhaps even beyond the day
after tomorrow – manned by specialists from various
areas of Audi Production. This is where the path to the
future will be defined in a set of systematic steps, while
at the same time considering the major leap forward – a
new concept on the metaphorical green-field site, without existing factories, existing structures …
“Our idea is to build small and highly flexible production units exactly where the demand is,” says
Felix Schwabe, the spokesperson for one of the creative
teams. “Each of our factories is currently specialized for
producing just a few model ranges in large volumes for
supply to the entire world. In future, we could build
close to the customer and therefore respond even faster to his wishes, without long wait times.” To achieve
that, each factory must be able to build each model, in
accordance with the same principles and with the same
flexible tools. “And then we will no longer be able to
think in terms of individual technologies,” continues
Alois Brandt. The future is networked, integrated and
communicative here, too. “The elimination of the production line will only be possible with completely new
logistics. And the product, too, will have to be designed
quite differently from the way it is today.” By differently, he means for instance that it will have to be based
more heavily on modules and that a chassis can be combined with a number of different drive types or bodies.
Yet Brandt believes that the car of 2035 will
not differ so very fundamentally from that of 2015. Not
just because it will still have all four wheels on the
ground even 20 years from now – it will also still be
made largely from metal. Brandt sees a certain future
for organic materials, such as those based on hemp,
which can be processed with natural resins. “This is the
only way to come some way out of the oil economy.”
There will also be a major role for the systematic recycling of old vehicles to recover raw materials. A lot can
happen by the year 2035. In some ways, however, it’s
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not that far away – it will see the presentation of just
the third successor to the new Audi A4 launched in
2015. Automotive industry cycles today are, after all,
still very long.
Major technological steps are obviously still
required before such a Smart Factory can actually be
realized. The central issue is mastering the enormous
flow of data. Already today, the production process for
every Audi generates far more data than the layperson
can possibly imagine. Every single fitting station uses
up one gigabyte of data per day documenting that it has
correctly positioned all its fasteners. Bodyshell manufacturing for the Audi A3 occupies 200 gigabytes per
day confirming that all measurements are correct and
that the quality is perfect. But once all machines have
been equipped with cognitive capabilities, once all the
major parts of a car know for themselves that they are
in good order and positioned in the correct place, then
data volume of a whole new magnitude and unimaginable complexity will have to be channeled and processed. If the tower of a factory like this ever lost the
overview, the outcome would be complete chaos, which
is why mastering Big Data, i.e. the way from Big Data to
Smart Data, is the most critical of the key technologies
for Alois Brandt.
Robotics will, of course, have to take another significant step forward; only with considerably
more intelligence and a “finer touch” can these universal machines cooperate most effectively with people.
Future core fields also include additive production processes – because the more parts that can be individually produced in a metal or plastic printer, the lower the
requirement for sophisticated tools, parts warehousing
and transportation logistics.
And then even more doors will open to individualization. A body scanner, for instance, located at
the Audi Customer Center or in the Smart Factory of the
future, could precisely measure the buyer of a future
Audi R8 e-tron, and then the driver of the electric sports
car would receive from the 3D printer a little something
extra that was previously the preserve of racing professionals – his very own made-to-measure seat.

Fabian Rusitschka from Technology Devel
opment Innovation Management has been working for
the past three years on the concept for the factory of
the future. In 2013, he submitted the patent specification for a “production system for series production of
motorized vehicles”. He is currently working with a group
of colleagues from all areas, from Product Develop
ment to Purchasing, on the detail planning of how vehicle assembly could work without a production line.
How many production islands would be needed, what
would be the extent of the work involved, what kind of
control logic would be required? “We can finally orientate ourselves around meaningful functional relationships and no longer just around fixed cycle times.”
For Rusitschka, the idea is almost imperative and not just for small production runs and individual demands, “We are just finding out that the production-island system will be more efficient, the greater the volumes and the greater the differentiation
between the cars.” This is so, particularly because of the
flexibility to accommodate volume fluctuations, model
changes and different technologies. The ‘factory of the
future’ topic is currently gaining a great deal of momentum at Audi. But it’s likely to be quite a few years before
the entire Ingolstadt plant is organized around an army
of driverless transport systems.

THE
TOWER
PRINCIPLE
Everything communicates with everything else – and it all needs
to be managed. The tower dictates the workflow.

A 100%
A 100%
B 100%
B 100%
C 100%
C 100%
D 100%
D 100%
READYREADY
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Collaboration between Man and Machine
They have been released from their cages. Robots are now working in vehicle
production together with their human colleagues and completely without protective
enclosures. They provide support and assistance and take on physically strenuous
tasks. People and robots are not competing for work, but complementing one another
with their respective strengths.

T he B est of
F r i ends
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“Adam has been incredibly
well accepted. My colleague here
makes my job easier,” Adam
takes over all the bending that Emil
Betz had to do. The robot
uses its suction cap to fish coolant
expansion tanks from a deep
crate and pass them to the
1.63-meter-tall technician right at
the moment he needs the part.

Adam’s knobbly arm glides
through the air. His movement
is smooth and flowing and he sounds as if he is breathing rhythmically in and out. Then his hand stops in front
of Emil Betz and passes the 54 year-old a light grey container. Betz turns to his colleague and removes the item
from Adam’s hand with a short squeezing movement.
Adam has only one finger – a suction cup
about the size of a coin, because Adam is a robot. A
camera serves as an eye, his arm is a 1.40-meter metal
construction clad in orange foam padding. Running
through his body are blue, black and green veins – all
coursing with electricity.
Since January of this year, this new “employee” has been a fixed member of the production
team on the Audi A4 assembly line. “Adam has been
incredibly well accepted,” says Betz. “My colleague here
makes my job easier,” Adam takes over all the bending
that Emil Betz had to do. The robot uses its suction cap
to fish coolant expansion tanks from a deep crate and
pass them to the 1.63-meter-tall technician right at the
moment he needs the part, and at a height that is comfortable and ergonomic for Betz. This is a big relief for
Betz. “Because I’m not that tall, getting hold of the last
tanks was always quite a strain for me.”
Adam’s work is comparatively simple, but it
relieves the technician of a physically strenuous activity. “Our aim is to design every workstation to be as ergonomic as possible,” says Johann Hegel, Head of Tech
nology Development Assembly. To this end, Hegel is
working with a project team on easing the strain on
more employees in future with the aid of robots. “This
work is most urgent in the case of production because
that’s where we have the greatest physical exertion. We
also have to face the fact that demographics aren’t
working in our favor.”

1

3

2

1
Punctual co-worker –
Adam passes the
coolant expansion tank
exactly when the
technician needs it. He
adapts to the person.
2
Patient co-worker –
Adam pauses
quietly in his end
position and waits until
Emil Betz takes the
tank from him.
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Baby boomers – born between 1955 and
1969 – make up the largest proportion of the workforce
at Audi, too. Some of the production workstations and
processes are being made more ergonomic and less
strenuous and Adam is contributing to that.
But Adam is not all about ergonomics. He is
one of the stars of the Smart Factory – the Audi path
into the industrial future. After steam engines, the assembly line and computer technology, comprehensive
networking is the key to this next major transition. The
main task is to organize the massive flow of data in
order to network machines, systems, products and
people and enable them to communicate with one another in real time.

4

3
Agile co-worker –
Using his coin-sized
suction cap,
Adam also fishes the
coolant expansion
tanks for the farthest
corner.
4
Uncomplicated
co-worker –
A slight movement
is all it takes to release
the tank from
Adam’s suction cap.

Adam communicates with the control system and with the people installing the coolant expansion tanks. Every time Emil Betz releases the fill hose
from the car, pressing a small red button in the process,
Adam also receives the signal to pass him the expansion
tank. The robot thus uses a signal already in existence.
“Adam is very easily integrated into the production process,” says Project Leader Thomas Schraml, continuing,
“Adam’s big advantage is that he adapts to the pace of
the technician. That’s the main difference from his colleagues working alone in cages.”
While the robots within the enclosures
usually remain nameless, Betz and his co-workers insisted on naming their new helper on the line. “We
mulled it over for ages and finally opted for ‘Adam’. We
found it quite apt, because he’s the first of his kind,”
says Emil Betz.
Adam purposefully approaches a large, grey
box. Using the camera at the front end of the arm, the
robot checks how the components inside are arranged.
He sets his suction cap onto one of the tanks and lifts it
out. Adam swings his arm backward in a semi-circle and
lays the tank on a small table, then awaits his signal. As
soon as Betz detaches the brake fill hose, Adam’s arm
glides through the air holding the part, coming to a halt
just in front of Betz.
“The prerequisite for the cooperation between man and robot is networking. This is something
we will continue to push forward, because it is one
of the ways to ensure our efficiency,” explains Hegel.
Despite the fact that customer wishes are becoming
increasingly individualized, that no two cars on the
production line are the same and that complexity continues to increase, efficiency cannot be allowed to drop,
because less efficiency means less competitiveness.

Our aim is to design
every workstation to be as
ergonomic as possible.
Johann Hegel
Head of Technology Development Assembly

Scan the QR code and see in our video how Adam and
Emil Betz work together on the assembly line.
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Another aspect of this is saving on production space – Hegel and his team gain almost five square
meters because Adam doesn’t require a protective enclosure. In contrast to his big brothers, which heave
tons of considerably heavier components, Adam may
not be barricaded behind wire mesh, but he is nevertheless firmly fixed to his workstation.
Adam works three shifts straight at this
workstation – early, late and nightshift. The people
working on each of those shifts have gradually been
getting use to their new co-worker. They learnt about
working with robots in special training courses and
were able to test its safety in every situation. “During
the training sessions, we asked the technicians to initiate
collisions with the robot, to show that Adam is absolutely safe and presents no danger at all,” says Schraml.
Adam has “eyes” everywhere. His capacitive proximity sensors react incredibly sensitively to
changes in their measuring field. Nothing escapes the
total of seven proximity sensors and the large number
of touch sensors in Adam’s soft foam skin. If a person approaches, the electromagnetic measuring field
changes and he slows down his arm. In the event of
contact, the touch sensors in his soft protective skin
react and he freezes mid-air.
Adam’s safety has been certified by the employers’ liability insurance association. Audi is current
planning such certification for a further robot application – the assistance robot in tailgate assembly at the
Neckarsulm plant. This robot measures the tailgate
with sensors and compares the data with those of the
bodyshell. It then positions the component to within a
hair’s breadth on the vehicle body. The technician then
only has to fasten it in place.
“The robot cannot be allowed to endanger
people – that is our number one priority. The safety requirements are therefore equally high for all robots,”
says Hegel. However, in tailgate assembly, the safety
challenges are even greater, because the tailgate is
large and heavy and it has sharp edges. The working
area is therefore monitored by several laser scanners.
Projections onto the floor aid communication between
man and machine. When the robot is standing safely
and the technician in the shared area is permitted to
work, a green tick lights up on the floor. But if the projection on the floor shows a stop sign, the technician
should not enter the shared working space. If he or she
nevertheless approaches, the robot comes to a standstill.
Like Adam, the robot in tailgate assembly
serves as an assistant. However, while work researcher
Eric Brynjolfsson from the MIT Sloan School of Manage
ment describes the new robot generation as “new-age
slaves in a digital Athens”, Hegel views the situation
positively, “I think people and robots will become the
best of friends in assembly.”

B

A

5
Sign language –
The communication
between human
and robot works via
augmented
reality. Clear symbols
are projected onto
the floor.
6
Mister Precise –
The robot positions the
tailgate with
millimeter precision.
The technician
then only has to fasten
it in place.

Hegel is certain that this relationship will be
consolidated as robots become more intelligent. As
soon as data flows in real time and machines learn from
it, then robots will be able to navigate their way through
assembly and provide help where help is needed. These
robots will be able to learn and the engineers will no
longer have to predict and program every eventuality.
“But in this far-distant future scenario, too, robots and
people will each bring the best from their respective
worlds,” says Hegel. The particular attraction of robots
is that they are exceptionally precise and not susceptible to fatigue. People maintain the overview, take
decisions based on the situation and monitor the work
done by the robot.
“There will be even more robots at Audi in
future providing people with direct assistance,” predicts Hegel. The number of robots is increasing not just
in the automotive industry, but in the chemicals and
electronics industries as well. Recent years have seen
the robot family grow substantially across all sectors.
According to estimates by the International Federation
of Robotics (IFR), there were around 1.5 million industrial robots worldwide in 2014, against just 850,000
ten years before. By 2017, it is expected that the number of robots in all companies worldwide will have
grown to as many as two million.
In 1964, Isaac Asimov certainly didn’t reckon with 1.5 million robots. Back then, the scientist and
science-fiction author wrote in an article in the New
York Times, “Robots will neither be common nor very
good in 2014.” He couldn’t have been more wrong.

6

A: Stop!
If this symbol is
projected on the floor, the
technician is not
permitted to enter the
working area. If he does so
anyway, the robot stops.

7
Movement sensors –
Several laser
scanners monitor the
movements of
human and robot and
guarantee
safe cooperation.

B: Go!
Only when the green
tick is on the floor can the
technician enter the
working area. There are a
total of three working
areas.

5
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R o b o t s s e r v e a s f a c t o r y w o r k e r s , l a w n m o we r s ,
c a r e r s f o r t h e e l d e r ly. G r o w i n g a l o n g s i d e t h e d i v e r s i t y
i n t h e i r u s a g e i s a l s o t h e d em a n d s f o r c o mm u n i c a t i o n
be t wee n pe o p l e a n d r o b o t s . P r o f . D r . Ge r h a r d R i g o l l
r e s e a r c h e s t h e c o mm u n i c a t i o n be t wee n t h e s e t w o u n e q u a l
be i n g s a n d t e l l s u s w h y , e v e n m a n y y e a r s f r o m n o w ,
we s t i l l w o n ’ t be c o mm u n i c a t i n g w i t h r o b o t s a s we d o
with our neighbors.

R o bb i e t a l k i e

The first industrial robots entered automotive production in the 1960s –
with the boom following 20 years later. What differentiates
these first-generation robots from the robots that are
in our factories today?
Dr. Rigoll: The first industrial robot was called Unimate and enter
ed assembly-line service with General Motors in 1961. It was able
to use an articulated arm to move a 150-kilogram piece of cast iron.
Industrial robots nowadays can carry out more than one task, can
do so with millimeter precision and can use sensors to observe their
surroundings. They are also increasingly networked with the entire
factory. Moreover, today’s industrial robots are becoming more and
more service robots that cooperate and assist people directly within
a working area.

What are the challenges that robots must master if they
are to learn our way of communicating?
Dr. Rigoll: Robots must first correctly interpret our signals. That’s
not easy, because our communication is very complex and varied.
We generally express ourselves via the spoken word – but its mean
ing is not just dependent on the choice of words, but also on how
we say something and in what context. Added to this are facial
expressions, gestures and emotions. Just think about how many
ways we have to signal our agreement to something. That can be a
smile, a slight nod or a simple “yes”. But there are countless other
variants depending on the situation, the person and the culture.
And when the robot has then understood us correctly, it has to react
in such a way that we, in turn, understand it.
How can it react correctly?

Why is human/robot communication becoming
more important?
Dr. Rigoll: We only had to communicate with the industrial robots
of past decades when we programmed them, to teach them some
thing new or to rectify a problem. There was no regular interaction
or any kind of cooperation. Robots worked diligently within enclosures, fully independently of assembly workers. The first protective enclosures are now disappearing; robots are working hand-inhand with people and performing tasks such as passing parts to
them. Such a scenario makes communication between people and
robots absolutely indispensible. But it’s not completely straightforward, because human communication differs fundamentally
from robot communication.
Which language is spoken by people and which by robots?
Dr. Rigoll: Robots communicate, like all machines, using data that
flows invisibly from machine to machine. People communicate via
their senses. The technical jargon for this is modalities, i.e. visual,
acoustic, tactile and haptic signals, and via emotions. For the communication to work, one of the two has to learn the language of the
other. In this case, it is the robot that is adapting to us.

For us researchers, the
l o n g -t e r m a i m i s , o f c o u r s e , f o r
a pe r s o n t o c o mm u n i c a t e
with a robot just as they would
w i t h a n o t h e r pe r s o n .
T h i s me a n s p r i m a r i l y v i a t h e
spok en word.
P r o f . DR . Ge r h a r d R i g o l l

To what extent does the robot have to adapt?
Dr. Rigoll: For us researchers, the long-term aim is, of course, for
a person to communicate with a robot just as they would with another person. This means primarily via the spoken word. As long as
the robot can understand only simple and predefined voice commands or communication takes place via a display, communication
is unnatural for the individual, not to mention vulnerable.

Eye contact –
How do eyes have to move for people to find robots sympathetic?
Prof. Dr. Gerhard Rigoll and his research group
are seeking answers with the help of the ELIAS robot.
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Dr. Rigoll: It is possible in simple, predefined situations. However,
if the situation is altered or expanded by just one component, the
system is over-challenged. It can only do what the human has programmed it to do. And, for most complex situations, there are no
algorithms. Today’s systems have no common sense, they cannot
assess complex situations and cannot reach logical conclusions in
the way that people can.
When will robots be able to communicate like people?
Dr. Rigoll: That will still take decades, because computing power
will have to increase by several orders of magnitude. However, this
is likely to happen relatively smoothly over the years to come. The
big challenge will be in developing the perfect algorithms, while
making further progress in research into the human brain.
Why is it so important for voice recognition to understand
exactly how the brain functions?
Dr. Rigoll: Right now, we only know roughly about ten percent of
how the human brain functions. That’s why recognition models in
man/machine communication taken from the human brain often
perform very poorly, which is why we tend to use technical models.
One day, technical models may well be replaced by models based
on the human brain. And that could be the breakthrough for artificial intelligence.

The
R o b o t W h i s pe r e r
Prof. Dr. Gerhard Rigoll studied Cybernetics in
Stuttgart and achieved his doctorate at the
Fraunhofer Institute in the 1980s. The subject of his
thesis was mechanical voice recognition;
his objective was to improve communication between
man and machine. He then went to the USA,
where he worked at the IBM Research Center on the
bases for voice recognition algorithms.
Today’s systems such as Apple’s Siri and Audi’s voice
recognition are based on this research. In Japan,
the kingdom of the robots, the native of Essen then
worked for leading telecommunications firm NTT.
He has led the Chair for Human/Machine Communication
at TU Munich since 2002 and is researching
multimodal communication between human beings
and machines.
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Balance –
The test piece for assembly testing comes from the plastic printer.
Later, in the production engine, the finished steel part helps the engine
run smoothly.

Complex –
This formed sheet-metal part, which could otherwise only have been
made with several forming tools in a number of process steps, was made
layer-by-layer in the 3D metal printer.

Print on Demand!
3D Printing in Plastic and Metal
Prototype manufacture without 3D printing would be virtually inconceivable these days,
due to their flexibility and precision. Audi uses them to produce components in
plastic and in metal, too.
Text
Dorothea Joos
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Simple –
Sophisticated welded constructions are no longer necessary for these
cable guides from the metal printer.
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Inexpensive –
Oil return lines for the turbocharger of a four-cylinder engine.
As a prototype replacement, this variant from the plastic printer saves a lot
of money in assembly testing.
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Hungary, the Audi plant in Győr.
On the edge of the newly expanded factory site is hall G70. All is quiet here outside, at least at this late hour. The contours of the
square building merge into the deep velvety blue of
the night sky.
Working here by day in Quality Assurance
are mechanical engineers and measurement and ana
lysis technicians. By night, the only one awake is Fortus
400mc, purring quietly away to itself. The two-meterhigh 3D printer is operating its usual nightshift. It is a
master of precision. Accurate to one tenth of a millimeter – the width of a human hair – the printer lays down
heated plastic thread, the new part emerging layer-bylayer. With its toner cartridge and injector nozzles, it
functions somewhat like an inkjet printer for paper.
They key difference, however, is that the bodyshell and
engine components made by this printer are three dimensional.

1
Complete –
Dr. Jari Hyvönen
removes a finished part
from the 3D printer.

2

4
The size of a refrigerator and nocturnal –
The 3D printer in Audi’s
Győr plant.

2
Heat –
The warm part can
be touched only with
protective gloves.
3
Inspection –
Dr. Jari Hyvönen, Head
of the Engine Start-up
Center, and Krisztián
Vajda, Head of Quality
Assurance Measurement Technology/
Master Jig, assess the
finished plastic part.

3

Plastic engines? Dr. Jari Hyvönen, who is in
charge of the MAC, laughs and explains, “We carry out
pre-production assembly testing and inform development of any problems. Our people have lots of experience and also contribute their own ideas on how engine
parts could be optimized. It is usually faster and less
expensive to print these in plastic.” So, whenever it
comes to the assembly feasibility of an engine and not
its functionality, plastic components can come into
play. As a result, there are a number of items from the
3D printer to marvel at in the various test facilities of
the MAC.

1

4

Right now, Fortus is printing a sample of a
new bumper, as ordered by co-workers from Quality
Assurance. Component dimensions and shutlines optimized on the vehicles in this department later become
the benchmarks for all series-production cars. “In order
to do this, we need parts built to extremely high levels
of precision,” says departmental manager Krisztián
Vajda. To date, this has come with corresponding time
and cost implications. “With the 3D printer, we can now
build these kinds of parts in half the time,” explains
Vajda.

Scan the QR code to see the video on 3D metal
printing technology.

Parts for prototypes
can be made faster and more
cost-effectively in-house
at Audi using
the 3D printing process.
Changes to prototype parts can also be im
plemented in-house quickly and inexpensively with the
3D plastic printer. Using the sample of the new bumper,
for instance, Vajda’s team wants to test whether a tiny
change to the component can make the joint lines even
finer – almost invisible, in fact.
As the first hazy grey light filters into the
sky above Győr, signaling the arrival of morning, the 3D
printer is almost done. Once this nightshift is over, its
work continues almost uninterrupted. The Engine Startup Center (MAC) has placed an order for an oil-feed line.
The MAC at Audi’s Győr plant has been working with
parts from the plastic printer since 2014. More than
170 people build in excess of 7,400 test and pre-production engines here each year.

When it comes to assembly
testing on the engine
and not its functionality,
plastic parts are
faster and less expensive.

3D
3D printing is still in its
infancy within
industry. At Audi, the
technology is
already being used in
many areas
of development and
production.

EGR
The MAC and
Technical Development
worked together to
optimize the cooler for
the exhaust gas
recirculation for ease of
assembly. The first
assembly tests were
carried out using
plastic parts.
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There is an output shaft, for example, that
technicians have printed out in order to test the assembly sequence. Mechanics have also conducted assembly
tests on the I4 engine of the Audi TT quattro sport concept show car. This normally takes place virtually on a
screen. However, the accessibility of parts can often
better be tested in reality, which is why the team has
also had the turbocharger printed in plastic.
“The technology of 3D printing has changed
our way of working,” says Hyvönen. “The MAC is the
bridge between engine development and series production. We often end up testing changes from development at short notice. We have to be fast. Or maybe
there’s a problem in series production. We can use
plastic parts in the first instance as a cost-effective way
to try out our ideas, before offering a solution that has
been tried in practice.” The latest thing in the MAC is
transparent and pliable parts, such as pipes, from the
3D printer.
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Zoom –
In reality, this plastic chain guide measures
just ten centimeters.
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Prototype –
This hinge for the tailgate of the Audi A5 Convertible can
be printed faster and more precisely than it could be fabricated and
welded in the conventional manner.
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The parts that Sven Naumann takes out of
his printer in Ingolstadt, however, are most definitely
not pliable. They are as hard as steel.
Above the factory halls in Audi’s Bavarian
home, the rising sun is currently burning its way
through the morning mist. Naumann has allowed himself a coffee first, but now he wants to know – how did
it turn out, this part that he built more-or-less in his
sleep? You see, there’s a 3D printer running overnight
in Ingolstadt, too. However, in contrast to the one at
the Győr factory, this one does not print with plastic,
but with metal. The printer is a true multi-functional
talent; it can work with aluminum, steel and titanium.
The material is delivered in powdered form
and the printer uses a rubber blade to draw a wafer-thin
layer of powder onto a so-called building plate. Then a
laser melts the powder in those places that will subsequently be part of the metal component. In order to
achieve this, the component must first have been designed using a computer then cut into fine slices using
a special software package. Once the melted layer of
powder has hardened, the building plate lowers itself
a fraction. The rubber blade then applies a new layer of
powder, before the laser melts it. The building plate
moves down slightly once more. This procedure repeats
countless times, a metal part gradually emerging layerby-layer using this laser-melting process.

Sven Naumann cannot yet see the part,
which is buried beneath the powder. The qualified design technician slips his hands into the protective
gloves that allow him to grasp the building plate. A
glass window affords him a view inside the machine.
The overall setup is a little reminiscent of a hospital
incubator for premature babies.
Accessing the inside of the enclosure with
the gloves, Naumann now uses a brush to sweep away
the excess powder. It is vacuumed up and can be used
again for the next printing session. As he does so, the
metal part is revealed on the building plate. Naumann
opens the glass screen and removes the plate. He
knocks gently on the component with a hammer and
chisel, releasing it from the plate. “It looks like a solid
cylinder. But it’s comparatively light.”
6

5
Working with the
metal printer –
A breathing mask and
special gloves are
mandatory when
removing the part and
changing the powder.

8
Hot off the press –
The cross-section of
a validation tool
for the pressure casting
with an integrated
cooling channel.

6
Layer-by-layer –
The laser fuses the
powder. The result is a
100-percent impervious metal structure.
7
The correct
brushwork –
Sven Naumann reveals
the metal part beneath
the powder.

Jansen turned to nature in his search for a
solution to the problem. The new cooling system should
adapt to the shape of the component like the skin’s capillary system.
“I learnt during my studies that bionic struc
tures, such as a capillary system, offer major benefits.
The problem, though, has been manufacturing such
parts. Right angles and any kind of bionic structure cannot be turned or machined, so there was previously no
point even in designing such things,” says the engineer.
Sven Jansen first had to throw overboard
many of the rules learnt during his mechanical engin
eering studies. He then developed a new runner, of the
sort that can only be made by a metal printer. From the
outside, the new component looks a lot like the old one,
albeit far lighter and more robust. Its inner structure is
likewise derived from bionics. It has the look of a honey
comb, which saves on material and weight. Metal printing technology made it possible to integrate a spiral
cooling system directly into the runner. It fits perfectly to the round form – and accelerates cooling by 20
percent.

8

1,450 °C
7

5

A laser fusion process in
the metal printer
creates a three-dimensional
part layer-by-layer.
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Greater design freedom, more stability,
lower material loss – the benefits of the metal printer
are already paying off in toolmaking. In future, this will
enable substantial cost savings for building prototype
tooling. Wearing parts in press tools, such as those for
fender tips, can be made overnight.
At the very top of the list of future applications is lightweight design – because bionic structures
save weight. Who knows, perhaps the Audi Space Frame
will soon come from a metal printer. Experts have
played out this future scenario. It would take a week to
print a bodyshell, with the outcome being a flyweight
of less than 100 kilograms. For it to get to that stage,
however, Sven Jansen will have to forget a few more
rules of design and substantially increase the size of his
metal printer. This is a technology very much in its infancy.

This is the heat of the
laser that fuses the
steel powder to create
a solid piece.

Sven Jansen knows the secret of this cylinder. The post-graduate is working at Audi on the develop
ment of cooling systems for pressure casting tools.
“Cooling is a major challenge in the casting process,”
says the engineer. Molten aluminum shoots into a mold
in the space of just 20 milliseconds. However, the molten mass of around 700 degrees needs up to two minutes to cool. Not until then can robots remove the finished aluminum part from the mold.
It takes an especially long time for the aluminum in the runners to cool down. The cylindrical part
is located at the end of the pipe through which the melt
is pressed into the mold and ensures the aluminum is
well distributed. “There is a cooling system running
through the entire casting mold. However, we have
been unable to achieve optimum cooling in the runner
using conventional production processes,” explains
Jansen.

20
20 percent
more efficiency in
cooling is delivered by
integrated cooling
systems from the metal
printer.
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Martha Palacios Monzón ― future planner in the Industrial Engineering Logistics department at the San José Chiapa plant
I will apply everything I have learnt here in Ingolstadt one-to-one in San José Chiapa. And when we have visitors
from Ingolstadt, I will even be able to greet them in Bavarian.

Viva →

Claus Steppan ― planner in the Industrial Engineering Logistics department at the Ingolstadt plant
How long does it take for a forklift driver to bring a full container from the store to the installation point? What are the physical
stresses associated with unloading the transport container? We are asking ourselves these kinds of questions every day.

MÉxiCo →
One World, One Standard
When the new Audi Q5 rolls off the line in San José Chiapa in 2016,
Audi will have 3,800 new employees on-board in Mexico. Around 600 of them
are being trained at the German plants, most of them in Ingolstadt.
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Alfons Dintner ― CEO of Audi México
We look forward to the return from Germany of these highly qualified people. Their know-how is important for commissioning
our systems and equipment, and thus progressing the development of our new plant.

One →

World →

600
By the time the Mexican plant opens,
600 new co-workers will have been
trained at the German plants in Ingolstadt
and Neckarsulm.

Text
Paul-Janosch Ersing

1 Reading up – Maria Roseli Funez Palacios
and Sascha Hauptmann taking a routine look
at the paperwork.
2 Measuring – Claus Steppan checks the
typical movements of an employee, Martha
Palacios Monzón notes the data.
3 Calculating – how long does the worker
need to bring a part from the store to
the installation point? The mentoring pair
adds up the transit times.
4 Checking – does this steering wheel belong
to an A4, A5 or Q5?
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“I admire the Germans for their planning
and punctuality – you have to have experienced it to really understand it and take it in,” smiles Maria Roseli
Funez Palacios. She has been living in Ingolstadt for the last nine
months, working at Audi in the production of the A4, A5 and Q5.
The longer you spend listening to the woman from Puebla, the
more it bubbles out of her, “When I heard on the radio and TV that
Audi was going to build a plant in Mexico, I had a vision: ‘I would
like to work there one day!’” That was a good two years ago and the
notion of a stay in Germany seemed a very long way away.
Today, the graduate mechanical engineer lives with
her husband and two children in Manching near Ingolstadt. Maria
Roseli Funez Palacios is taking part in a qualification program that
Audi is running to prepare its new employees for their future jobs
in San José Chiapa. Experienced members of the workforce at
Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm are functioning at mentors and providing their co-workers from Mexico with a grounding in what Audi is
all about. “During their stay at the German plants, our new employees will experience the Audi philosophy, enabling them to lead by
example for their Mexican co-workers in all areas of the company
after their return,” says Frank Henke, Head of Professional Family
Development at the Audi Akademie, explaining the principle of the
mentoring program. The Mexican employees stay in Germany for
between twelve and 24 months and complete their tailor-made
qualification program ‘off and on the job’.
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Sascha Hauptmann accompanies his Mexican colleague
in her daily work. The assembly group leader from line section 5,
where the A4, A5 and Q5 models are filled with different operating
fluids, is her Audi mentor. “It is unbelievable how quickly we got
over the initial language difficulties,” he says, referring to the considerable differences between Spanish and German, but also between German and Bavarian. “She now even understands many
terms in Bavarian.” His Mexican colleague nods and adds with a
smile that she has likewise taught him a few phrases in her native
tongue.
The qualification of the newly appointed employees
of Audi México begins back at home. “Several elements are completed in advance, so that most of the further training can be done
‘on the job’,” says Stephan Meier, Head of International Personnel
Management. “The basis is language lessons and intercultural
training that we provide our employees on-the-ground in Mexico
before they travel to Germany. “At the same time, the European
locations begin preparing for the arrival of the Mexicans. Audi organizes – tailored to the individual – accommodation, mobility,
insurance, family support and training. Another fixed part of the
program for the Mexicans during their stay is an integration program, in which family members are also welcome to take part.
Various networking events help them to find their feet in their new
environment as quickly as possible and to make connections. Trips
into the surrounding region are also part of that, as are visits to a
traditional beer festival or the organization of a Christmas party.
“Celebrating festivals together – this is as important
to Mexicans as it is to Bavarians,” says Iris Achtermann from Audi
México, identifying one of the transatlantic commonalities. As
Head of Production System and Training Center, she has been working on the development of the new plant on-location in San José
Chiapa since June 2014 and is implementing the Audi Production
System in all its facets. Iris Achtermann finds her new Mexican coworkers have an impressive work ethic and very high level of motivation. There were, of course, also cultural differences that had to
be addressed with the appropriate respect. “Here in Mexico, the
family enjoys considerably greater esteem than in western Europe.
And short, businesslike e-mails should begin with a few friendly
words before getting down to business.”

Maria Roseli Funez Palacios ― future group leader in Q5 assembly at the San José Chiapa plant
When I heard on the radio and TV that Audi was going to build a plant in Mexico, I had a vision: ‘I would like to work there one day!’

Sascha Hauptmann ― group leader in A4/A5/Q5 assembly at the Ingolstadt plant
It is unbelievable how quickly we got over the initial language difficulties. She now even understands many terms in Bavarian.

Viva →

Audi →
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Klaus-Peter Körner ― Plant Manager, Mexico
The guiding principle at Audi is “One world, one standard”. Thanks to the Audi Production System, we will be manufacturing
in San José Chiapa from the very first model in the premium quality that our customers rightly expect from us.

One →

Standard!

5 Half-and-half – Martha Palacios Monzón
and Claus Steppan spend around half of their
working day in the assembly hall, the other
at their desks.

7 Measuring-wheel professional –
the Mexican/Bavarian mentoring pair
evaluate the distance walked by workers
in terms of efficiency and ergonomics.

6 Are all the workers there? Before a shift
starts, Maria Roseli Funez Palacios and Sascha
Hauptmann go through the staffing plan
together.

8 Tire check – Maria Roseli Funez Palacios
and Sascha Hauptmann at line section 5,
where the wheels are mounted.

3,800 new employees
In addition to the jobs at Audi, a further 20,000 jobs are
being created in the economic area around the
San José Chiapa plant, including those at suppliers.

Audi Q5
The new Audi Q5 will start rolling off the
line in San José Chiapa in 2016.
The model will be delivered across the world.

The first Audi Q5 to be produced in Mexico will leave the
production line in 2016. “The guiding principle for Audi is ‘One
world, one standard’,” says Klaus-Peter Körner, Plant Manager,
Mexico. “Thanks to the Audi Production System, we will be manufacturing in San José Chiapa from the very first model in the premium quality that our customers rightly expect from us.” Even
Klaus-Peter Körner has a mentor in Ingolstadt. He regularly
speaks with Peter Hochholdinger, Head of Production A4/A5/Q5
at the Ingolstadt plant, about the interaction of all the production
processes.
Martha Palacios Monzón will have an eye on the wideranging work processes at the Mexico plant in future – under the
clearly defined criteria relating to ergonomics and efficiency. The
26 year-old has been working in Ingolstadt since August 2014
alongside Claus Steppan. For instance, they use a measuring wheel
to determine the walking distances covered by employees and
document the motion sequence necessary for individual process
steps. How long does it take for a forklift driver to bring a full container from the store to the installation point? What are the physical stresses associated with unloading the transport container?
“We are asking ourselves these kinds of questions every day. And
Martha has already found a lot of answers,” reports Claus Steppan
with pride. His project partner from Mexico City has apparently
already achieved almost all of her learning targets. The training
program is just about complete.
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Palacios Monzón stays in touch with her family in
Mexico via webcam. “Most of the questions asked by my parents
and my sister are about German food and the weather,” she tells
us about her regular calls home. Even after months, the young
Mexican still hasn’t grown accustomed to the temperatures in
Ingolstadt. Among her co-workers, Palacios Monzón is known for
almost always wearing a down jacket – even in the office. Com
munication is already going perfectly. “On a trip to Dresden with
a couple of Mexican co-workers, I was even asked which part of
Bavaria I come from,” she says, referring to the regional accent she
has acquired. Now, it’s time for her to go back to Mexico. Alfons
Dintner, CEO of Audi México, says, “We look forward to the return
from Germany of these highly qualified people. Their know-how is
important for commissioning our systems and equipment, and
thus progressing the development of our new plant.” Martha
Palacios Monzón is extremely confident about her future job at Audi
in Mexico. “I will apply everything I have learnt here in Ingolstadt
one-to-one in San José Chiapa. And when we have visitors from
Ingolstadt, I will even be able to greet them in Bavarian.”
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Text
Johannes Köbler
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Simulation Technologies
Virtual reality places the viewer in worlds of data. Augmented reality overlays reality
with information from a computer. VR and AR tools save lots of time and
money in many areas of AUDI AG. We take a short trip through the Ingolstadt plant.
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THE POWERWALL:
GLIMPSE INSIDE
THE DIGITAL FACTORY

Mexico is very close to Ingol
stadt. One command on a tablet
is all it takes and the virtual tour through the future
plant in San José Chiapa begins at the main entrance.
In virtual reality on the powerwall, the entire façade is
shown in minute detail and with complete physical accuracy. This enables an exact assessment of the esthetics and exterior impact of the building. Even the shadows cast by the fire escapes are just as short as they are
in reality in the state of Puebla, where it is currently
twelve noon.
Back to reality in front of the Powerwall in
the room at Audi Factory Planning. The hi-tech tool is
six meters wide and 2.4 meters high. A digital beamer
brings it to life with 6.7 million pixels of resolution and
a brightness of 32,000 lumens. The computer cluster
that generates the imagery is composed of 11,250
computer cores networked via glass-fiber cable. When
they work together, timed to within milliseconds, they
and their cooling system draw around 10 kilowatts.
And the journey through the Mexico plant
continues. The virtual camera now flies into the Press
Shop building and the imagery becomes more detailed
and more technical. What can be seen inside the halls
is the factory’s complete digital mock-up (DMU). In
order to differentiate them better, individual structures
are intentionally represented in what are referred to as
alternate colors. Red pipes conduct heated air, green
pipes compressed air and the low-voltage lines are in
blue. This enables factory planners to check if the
space can actually be constructed like this, or whether
it could lead to collisions. They also use it to evaluate

their planning status. The camera flies at high speed
onward into Bodyshell Manufacturing. A light blue
steel structure and orange robots provide fast and sure
orientation for experts.
“We have fully digitalized the Ingolstadt,
Neckarsulm, Győr, Brussels and San José Chiapa plants,”
says Dr. Oliver Riedel, Head of Planning Control and
Information Processes. “The new factory exists as a
digital model even before the first bulldozer arrives.
That way, we ensure that everything runs together perfectly later during implementation.” Sabine Amthor,
Method Developer for the HLS factory planning system
continues, “For the new plant in Mexico, the planners
generated a total 16,000 CAD files, including all the
variants and versions, of which 790 show the current
planning status. Heavily compressed, they come to
about 70 to 80 gigabytes of data.” Thanks to the powerful DMU software, the factory planners can evaluate
planning progress on a daily basis at any Audi CAD terminal, be it desktop, laptop or tablet.
The Audi factory planners can work as they
wish inside the digital factory. In Bodyshell Manu
facturing, they can analyze robot movements and operate the spot welders. In virtual assembly planning, they
can examine every workstation in terms of ergonomics
and process safety. Be it temperature simulation or
flow dynamics in the Paint Shop, the digital factory offers full transparency and control in every detail.

Scan the QR code to see the video
on virtual planning.

4 Myo armband – the elastic
band transmits the hand movements
of its user to the system.
5 3D glasses – the large glasses,
worn here by Katharina Kunz, convey
the virtual 3D images.
6 Discussion – can it be assembled
like that? Work in the Cave
consists mainly of installation
investigation.

5

2

1
1 Working level – facilities and
equipment are generally
displayed in alternate colors.
2 Visualization at the Powerwall –
Dr. Oliver Riedel and Sabine Amthor
in front of the representation
of a Bodyshell Manufacturing hall.
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3 Combined know-how – 790 CAD
files describe the current
status of the new Audi factory in
Mexico.

3

6
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4

THE CAVE:
WORKING IN THE
3D WORLD

Katharina Kunz and Michael
Günter look as if they are in the
middle of a video game. They are wearing 3D glasses
and a thick black band is stretched around Günter’s
lower right arm, with which he is gesticulating in space.
The two specialists for virtual manufacturing process
assurance are standing in a special place in the PreProduction Center (VSC) – known as the Cave. The Cave
is made from several interconnected projection surfaces and its users are completely immersed in the virtual environment – in 3D. The job of Kunz and Günter is
to assure the production feasibility of cars as early as
possible in the development cycle, often as many as
three years before start of production.
Günter is currently working on a simulated
“wedding”, which is the bringing together of the drive
system with the bodyshell. For this task, he uses what
is known as a Myo armband from a Canadian manufacturer from the gaming sector. The band measures the
electric current in the sinews of the lower arm muscles
and uses this information to deduce how the wearer is
moving his hand and fingers. In parallel, an infrared
camera on the ceiling monitors where Günter is currently located. It, too, comes from consumer electronics
– in this case from the Kinect gaming console.

7 The Cave in the
Pre-Production Center –
a six square-meter
surface in front of the
projection wall forms
the working area.

WINDOW TO THE
WORLD:
AUGMENTED REALITY

7

The data from these sensors flow into a
computer; it communicates with a visualization unit
equipped with high-speed graphics cards. Four laser
projectors display the car’s bodyshell, the powertrain
and the assembly skid in 3D on the Cave’s projection
surfaces. When Günter turns his arm in a certain way
while lifting his hand, the system reacts as it has been
preprogrammed to do – the skid carrying the power
train rises upward for the wedding.
The Myo project, which was developed and
implemented in the VSC itself, is still at the prototype
stage, but is showing enormous potential. “We intentionally opted for a low-budget solution,” says Katha
rina Kunz. “The technologies from the gaming world
are so attractive because they are inexpensive and are
developing at such a fast pace through use.” Günter
explains, “Today, the Cave is also a communications
instrument. Our colleagues from Technical Develop
ment, Planning, Quality Assurance and Production
often come to us to discuss a complex issue in a 3D representation. In future, we want to go to them – with the
Myo armband, the Kinect camera, a high-speed computer and a 3D monitor.”

In the same room as the Cave
is the so-called Window to the
World – Audi’s hi-tech analysis tool. The tripod standing
behind Andreas Gräfenstein carries a computer, two
control monitors and two cameras, one fixed and one
hand-held camera. “What we use here is augmented
reality,” explains Gräfenstein. “When we want to analyze cars, we cross-fade images from the real world
with virtual information from a computer, such as
design data.”
The brand with the four rings has been
using the process since the start of 2014 and is the first
automaker worldwide to do so. The idea came from the
VSC itself. A tracking system with 19 infrared cameras
captures the exact position of the Audi model and the
tripod camera in space. A program on a computer overlays the camera image of the car and the CAD data with
very high precision. “In some cases we even use photorealistic data from Design Check,” says Gräfenstein.
When Gräfenstein and his boss Daniel Spin
deldreher now want to know whether a coolant water
hose is assembled in the correct position, they film it
from above with the hand-held camera. The program
on the computer compares its real position with the
intended position from the CAD data. Should there be
any discrepancy, the difference is clearly visible on the
monitor. “One of the strengths of our images is that
anyone can immediately understand them,” says
Gräfenstein. Spindeldreher adds, “The system is highly
flexible and user friendly. Compared to existing approaches, we get the result up to five times faster and
can see it on the monitor in real time. Plus, the Window
to the World has a precision of around one millimeter,
making it the most exact tool of its kind.”
The specialists in the VSC can analyze all
areas of the car that can be filmed by their cameras. The
focal point, however, is the engine bay – especially in
the new e-tron models, with their tight packaging. The
Window to the World is an extremely versatile tool. Its
main task is to examine technology mules, prototypes
or pre-production vehicles to check that all components
are correctly assembled. Mistakes found here can be
quickly analyzed and rectified at an early stage. Further
areas of use are classic quality control and assurance of
the production feasibility of different design variants,
e.g. of bumpers.

8 Infrared tracking – 19 infrared
sensors measure the position
of the cameras. The more there are,
the more precise the tracking.

8

9 The hand-held camera – the area
under examination is filmed in
detail using the so-called flystick.
10 Hand-held camera in use – glimpse
into the engine bay. The balls on
the hand-held unit are for infrared
tracking purposes.

9

10

11

12

Wii controller and
Myo armband
11 Concentration – Andreas Gräfenstein
at the engine bay of an Audi RS Q3.

Audi specialists in the VSC use the Myo armband, a stateof-the-art tool. They can also work with a modified
controller, which comes originally from the Wii games
console. Six infrared cameras positioned above the
Cave track its reflective plastic balls. The tracking system
uses these balls to identify the position of the controller in space and sends its movements to the simulation.

12 Monitor image – the system
puts the camera image together with
a virtual representation from
CAD data.

EVERYONE UNDERSTANDS OUR
IMAGES IMMEDIATELY.
THAT’S ONE OF THE BENEFITS
OF OUR TECHNOLOGY.
Andreas Gräfenstein
Virtual Production Process Assurance

Scan the QR code and experience the
Window to the World on video.
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THE audi
production LAB:
TECHNOLOGY
FOR TOMORROW

13

With Jens Dehlke, the future is
already happening – to laboratory scale. Dehlke works in Production Planning and is
managing several projects in the Audi Production Lab
founded in 2012. New forms of cooperation between
departments, the raising of synergies and the evaluation and use of innovative technologies – these are the
boundaries within which Audi’s think tank for the future
of production operates.

Tablet
Many Audi cars are equipped with differing technical
elements that are visually almost identical, such as the air
conditioning systems for the worldwide markets. The
tablet from the Audi Production Lab, which uses special
software, should ease inspection work in the engine bay.
Using its camera, it reads a barcode to identify the car
being worked on and shows the technician the individual
steps that have to be carried out and acknowledged.
14

“We currently have four fields of operation
in the Audi Production Lab,” reports Dehlke. “Field number one concerns new ways to automate quality control.
Field number two deals with opportunities for making
cars more assembly friendly, thus turning them into
tools. Field number three addresses how we master
large amounts of data, i.e. the issue of Big Data in the
Internet of Things. And in field number four, the topic
is the interaction of human and machine using new
kinds of applications in the areas of augmented reality
and virtual reality.”
Part of the essence of the Audi Production
Lab is its great openness to partners, other experts
within the Group, universities, institutes or innovative
companies. Within the entertainment industry, there
are a great many concepts for the use of AR technologies. Dehlke has identified three approaches that could
be of interest to Audi – tablets and data glasses for inspection and assembly processes (see box) and the
hand projectors, originally developed by Microsoft
Research. They can provide workers with reliable assist
ance when it comes to inspection and assembly tasks,
which are becoming increasingly more demanding because of the diversity of variants.
As it currently stands, the technology consists of a laptop in a backpack and a unit attached to a
strap that goes over the shoulder. It encompasses a
compact infrared sensor and a small laser projector,
which projects simple information – such as the instruction “check oil level” – onto the palm of the wearer’s
hand. The sensor measures the distance to the hand
and its position and the projection is adapted accordingly. It is always sharp and it disappears as soon as the
user closes his hand – it never disturbs him while he is
carrying out the task.
By the end of this year, the Audi Production
Lab wants to carry over the principle of hand projection
to the data glasses. First tests are scheduled to take
place in the Hungarian Győr plant, where engine assembly frequently involves non-standard assemblies
where assistance would make sense. Whether the new
technology will enter series production or not remains
unknown. “We work towards a target,” says Dehlke.
“But in a lab, it’s quite normal for not all projects to
come to fruition.”

WE USE NEW KINDS OF AR AND
VR APPLICATIONS TO
EXAMINE THE INTERACTION
OF PEOPLE AND MACHINES.

13 Hand Projection – the laptop
is in Jens Dehlke’s backpack. Camera
and projector are on his shoulder.
14 Operating instructions – the system
projects instructions, such as
“check coolant”, onto the palm of the
hand.

Scan the QR code to see the
video on Audi Production Lab.
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Data glasses

Jens Dehlke
Audi Production Lab

Electronics specialist Epson offers a powerful set of data
glasses. The integrated camera films the area of the car
being inspected and projects the image onto the lenses of
the glasses. Software controlled via a separate operating
unit overlays work instructions for the technician onto the
image. Despite deviations of up to a few centimeters, the
representation helps maintain oversight during complex
procedures. As things stand right now, however, the weight
of the glasses and the image lead to fatigue over time.
Audi is therefore looking forward to further groundbreak
ing development steps.
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Communicative –
Robots communicate and work with people
as well as machines.

Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl
Member of the Board of Management of
AUDI AG, Production

THE
NetWORKERS

Smart Factory
Bodyshells and robots that communicate with one another.
Networked machines that organize themselves.
What sounds like science fiction will soon be reality in the Smart Factory.
Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl, Member of the Board of Management
of AUDI AG responsible for Production, and Prof. Dr. Reimund Neugebauer,
President of the Fraunhofer Society, talk about
the intelligent factory of the future.
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Prof. Dr. Reimund Neugebauer
President of the Fraunhofer Society
and Professor of Machine Tools

Dr. Neugebauer, what does the trending term
“Industry 4.0” actually mean?
Dr. Neugebauer: Industry 4.0 is a synonym for the
fourth industrial revolution. The invention of the steam
engine at the end of the 18th century marks the first
industrial revolution. 100 years later, electricity arrived
in our factory halls and the production line established
itself. We now refer to that as the second industrial
revolution or Industry 2.0. This made the automobile
a product for the masses because it halved in price.
Then in the 1970s, electronics and IT drove automation
and digitalization. That was Industry 3.0. Robots and
computers in production became standard practice.
Industry 4.0 goes one step further. Machines and even
materials are being networked via the cloud. Thanks to
microchips and Big Data, they are communicating wirelessly and will soon be organizing and optimizing themselves, i.e. a Smart Factory.
RFID chips, augmented reality and virtual manu
facturing have long been part of Audi Production.
Is Industry 4.0 really that revolutionary?
Dr. Waltl: Eight years ago, Audi toolmakers from Ingol
stadt carried out maintenance on equipment in China
for the first time – from here in their office in Germany.
Even then, Audi was using data connections via the internet for remote maintenance. Therefore, for me,
Industry 4.0 is not revolutionary. The networking of the
complete production system is more akin to evolution.
Dr. Neugebauer: I see it differently. Evolution does the
groundwork for revolution, even if the technologies associated with Industry 4.0 establish themselves in a
more evolutionary way. The true effects and opportunities are not yet foreseeable. Their potential is far from
being exhausted. The revolution is still ahead of us.
Whether it’s an evolution or revolution,
what will the Smart Factory of the future look like?

Dr. Neugebauer: That’s the big difference to Industry
3.0. Stability was required to make automation work.
Today, product life cycles are shorter. The start of new
products must be realized in less and less time. Auto
makers have broader model lineups – that calls for flexibility.
Dr. Waltl: That’s why Audi has developed future scen
arios for flexible production models. Bodyshells, for
instance, are running through the production halls on
driverless transportation systems (FTS). They are moving from station to station and know exactly which employee currently has available capacity. People and robots build the car together at so-called competence
islands in a workshop principle. Small robots drive
freely around, communicating with the FTS and delivering the required parts at the right time to the right stations.
Dr. Neugebauer: New materials also have a role to play.
Many automakers are currently already working with a
mixed-material approach. Bodyshells are being made
from steel, aluminum and carbon. Biomass materials
will become increasingly important in future. Perhaps
we’ll soon be building bodyshells from cotton, hemp
and wooden fibers. This is one of our research projects
from the application center for wood-fiber research in
Braunschweig.
Dr. Waltl: New materials and drives obviously also
change the vehicle structure, making virtual planning
all the more important. Audi has already been testing
production steps in the virtual world for the past ten
years. 3D glasses and gesture control, for instance are
being used to test whether assembly in the engine bay
is ergonomic for the technicians concerned. This enables us to identify possible problems long before they
appear on the production line.

Car making as we know
it today won’t exist
anymore. Faster, more
efficient, more sustainable –
that’s the production
of the future.
Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl

Prof. Dr.
Reimund Neugebauer
Prof. Dr. Reimund Neugebauer studied
Mechanical Engineering at the Technical University of Dresden, where he gained
his doctorate in 1984 and his professorship in
1989. Following management positions
in industry, he was appointed as a lecturer at
TU Dresden in 1989. In 1991, he became
Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for
Machine Tools and Forming Technology IWU
with locations in Chemnitz, Dresden,
Augsburg and Zittau. In 1993, he was appointed
Professor of Machine Tool Design
and Forming Technology at the TU Chemnitz
and has been Managing Director of
the University Institute for Machine Tools
and Production Processes since 2000.
On October 1, 2012, he took office as President
of the Fraunhofer Society.

Dr. Waltl: Car making as we currently know it won’t
exist anymore. The Taylorist system, production line
rhythm – all of it will be history. Perhaps there won’t
even be a production line anymore. We need more flexible assembly processes.

Networked robots and parts.
Machines that organize
and optimize themselves. People
who work with the best possible
support. Cycles that make
best use of materials and resources
– that’s the Smart Factory.
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It’s not about replacing
people, but about
providing them with the
best possible support
from machines and data.
Prof. Dr.
Reimund Neugebauer

The Industrial
Revolutions

Dr. Neugebauer: And even if a problem arises in the
production process, all the machines, materials and
components in the Smart Factory are networked with
one another. They identify the problem either before it
happens, or they deal with it themselves. If that doesn’t
work, they alert an employee to the malfunction in real
time, perhaps even with proposed solutions.

For Audi, the fourth industrial revolution began a long time ago.
And this far-reaching networking of things will
fundamentally change our world in the medium term – as did previous
industrial revolutions.

1.0

Weaving loom

2.0

Production
line

1784

1870

The industrial revolution
begins with the
invention of the mechanical
loom in 1784. Machines
are driven using the
power of water and steam.
Economic and social
circumstances, as well as
working and living conditions,
change drastically.

In 1870, pig halves are
transported in the
slaughterhouses of Cincinnati
on conveyor belts,
marking the birth of the
production line that
is later perfected at Ford. For
mass production,
working processes are divided
into individual steps.
Electricity replaces steam
and water power.

3.0

Electronics / IT

1969
The programmable logic
controller (PLC)
marks the start of the digital
revolution in 1969.
Electronics and information
technology (IT) make
their way into machine tool
design and lead to
further automation of production. The computer
changes the world of work.

That sounds like a factory without people.
Dr. Neugebauer: No, quite the opposite, in fact. People
are still important wherever creativity is required. Where
algorithms are unable to address the problem and only
creative thinking can come up with a solution. It’s not
about replacing people, but about providing them with
the best possible support from machines.

4.0

Internet of
things

Dr. Waltl: One simple example would be, if there’s a
production failure today, identifying the problem is a
major stress for the employee. Every second of downtime costs a lot of money. However, if he has an intelli
gent diagnosis system that searches for the error on his
behalf, the employee saves time and can concentrate
fully on the solution. Robots also assist people in the
assembly area. We have been using small robots without protective barriers for the last two years. The employees on the line love them. One of these robots, for
instance, hands the components to the technician,
enabling him to work without putting strain on his
back. All these innovations were invented by people and
not by algorithms. This means people will still be the
engine of production in future.

Today
The beginning of the Smart
Factory: In future, “intelligent” machines and products
with inbuilt RFID chips will
communicate with
one another via the cyber
world. Parts will then “know”
where they are to be
installed and tools will alert
us to their maintenance
requirements. Employees will
be “smart operators”
monitoring the production
systems.

Is Industry 4.0 changing the classic trades and
professions in automotive production?
Dr. Waltl: We will never be able to do completely without solid training in manual skills. At the same time,
knowledge from the interfaces between electronics and
mechanics will become increasingly important. I completed my training as a toolmaker around 40 years ago.
Back then, I was still working with a slide rule. In Tool
making today, we need software experts who program
the sensors in the intelligent tool. We need network
architects to enable our machines to communicate with
one another and with people. Programming codes will
soon become the most important foreign languages in
production.

Programming
codes will soon become
the most
important foreign
languages in production.

4.0

Prof. Dr.
Hubert Waltl

If German companies
want to remain competitive,
they will have to
use the productivity,
flexibility and cost benefits of
Industry 4.0.
Prof. Dr.
Reimund Neugebauer

United by the thrill of innovation –
Two production experts discussing the future of
automotive manufacturing.
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Dr. Neugebauer: When it comes to media use and habits, as well as IT affinity, the production workers and
engineers of the future are part of the smartphone generation. This is a development that we have to grasp and
run with, in the interests of innovation. Mobile devices,
like tablet PCs and smartphones, are finding their way
into the production and factory environment. Guar
anteeing availability of the right information at the
right time and in the right place will become a key criterion for productivity.
The Fraunhofer Society and Audi have
been working on joint research for the last eight
years. What is driving this Industry 4.0
cooperation?
Dr. Neugebauer: The Fraunhofer Society conducts applied research. We build bridges between science and
commerce. With our 66 institutes and facilities, we see
ourselves as an engine of innovation for the German
economy. We generate a lot of innovations because
companies like Audi approach us with questions from
real-world situations. For us, this results in interesting
research questions; and for Audi, additional innovation
impetus. One example is our E³ research factory. It represents production under real-life conditions. We’re
working there in cooperation with the Volkswagen
Group to research technologies for the future.
Dr. Waltl: This all began ten years ago when I had the
idea of making tools intelligent. A lot of my colleagues
mocked me, until one day, I told Professor Neugebauer
about it. He was very enthusiastic. We worked together
to develop a press tool that can think. It has been in use
at Audi for the past five years. Sensors and mechatronic
actuators in the press determine how the blank is drawn
in based on how well lubricated it is. This gives us considerably higher press quality and reduces rejects, by as
much as 30 percent in some cases.
Intelligent tools, machines that organize
themselves – what does that bring to the company?
Dr. Neugebauer: Germany scores highly for the flexibility and innovative power of its companies. We have to
push that further. If companies producing in Germany
want to remain competitive, they will have to use the
productivity, flexibility and cost benefits of Industry
4.0. Studies show that productivity increases of 20 percent can be achieved in the next ten years through the
use of Industry 4.0 technologies. In automotive engin
eering, that equates to an estimated potential added
value of 15 billion euros.
And how does Audi benefit from Industry 4.0?
Dr. Waltl: The production of the future will be faster,
more efficient and more sustainable. And real-time
data will form an important foundation for it. If data is
captured from development, through sales, logistics
and production all the way to delivery, we can adapt
processes better to one another. Cooperation across
international facilities would also be even easier.

Flexibility is an important fundamental idea
of Industry 4.0. What might even more flexible
production at Audi look like, Dr. Waltl?

But things aren’t that far yet. What has
to happen to make the shift from Industry 3.0
to Industry 4.0?

Dr. Waltl: If machines agree among themselves, production will be so flexible at some point that every
model could be built at any Audi plant across the world.
That would save us a lot of money on transportation
costs. The issue of speed is also a major benefit of the
Smart Factory. We are already reaping the benefits of
virtual planning. Months used to go by from building a
facility installation to the start of series production –
now it’s just a matter of weeks. Robot movements, for
instance, are virtually tested and optimized in advance.

Dr. Waltl: We have to think today about the qualifications our employees are going to need in future. We
have to prepare them for new jobs through further
training, especially in the area of IT. We also need to
think about tomorrow in terms of new investments. A
machine needs the necessary interfaces into order to
link into the Smart Factory network at some point. Plus,
we need even more intelligent machines with sensors
that capture data. This is the only way we can use the
opportunities presented by data gathering and analysis.

What effect will Industry 4.0 have on the
automobile as a product?

Dr. Neugebauer: International standards for interfaces will provide an important framework. Then we
also have to push forward with the expansion of the
broadband network. Our data transfer rates are far too
low right now. Industry has to be able to process data
in real time. Data security is another issue. What we
have today is a vision of Industry 4.0, but there are a
whole lot of challenges to address before we can realize
the Smart Factory.

Dr. Neugebauer: One-unit production runs will be
far more frequent. When the customer configures his
car today, he has countless options. But, in future, cars
won’t be differentiated by their color or their steering
wheel. They’ll stand out for their personalized features,
such as a seat adapted perfectly to the size of the customer. The car as a bespoke item – that’s the future.
Dr. Waltl: In the age of the Smart Factory, car dealerships could have a scanner that reads the size of the
customer in 3D and sends the information directly to
the production line. 3D printers can then manufacture
an individual seat or gearknob. While the car is being
built, it could e-mail a photo to the customer after important assembly steps. He can then make changes at
short notice, because the production will be able to
react far more flexibly to them than before.

What we have today
is a vision of
Industry 4.0, but there
are a whole lot of
challenges to address
before we can realize the
Smart Factory.
Prof. Dr.
Reimund Neugebauer

Dr. Waltl: I’m confident that we’ll be able to move forward a great deal here in the years ahead. We have a
highly motivated team at Audi – people with lots of
good ideas. Cooperations like the long-standing one we
have with the Fraunhofer Society will also drive forward
progress in production. You’ll be surprised by what Audi
Production will look like a few decades from now.

Researching the future together –
Smart Factory technologies
are tested under real-life conditions
in the E3 research factory in Chemnitz.

3D

A car like a made-to-measure
suit. Thanks to 3D
printing, this could soon
become reality. Audi is
already working with 3D printers.
They produce parts
in plastic and even in steel.
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Piloted Driving
Running a lap of the Hockenheimring at racing speeds without a driver – Bobby can do
that. His brother Jack has already made it without a driver from Silicon Valley to
Las Vegas. Piloted driving will be one of the biggest technology issues of the years ahead
and Audi will implement it with world-leading expertise. And then freshly produced
vehicles will be able to drive the first few meters of their car lives from the end of the
production line fully autonomously – out of the hall to the delivery train. In the meantime,
this Audi RS 7 concept nicknamed Bobby continues to practice his piloted driving.

BOBBY
DRIVES HIMSELF
Photo
Stefan Warter
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THE
FACTORY
GETS
SMART
Everything is Networked
In future, cross-process networking
will allow production to
be even more flexible. Customers get
highly individualized automobiles,
produced with less and less
paper, but involving an enormous amount
of hi-tech. Much of the
vision of the Smart Factory is already
reality at Audi.

Sedan, Avant, Sportback, allroad, S and RS model – every
Audi is different. Right now, for example, there are 14
distinct derivatives of the A4, A5 and Q5 model ranges
in what is known as the B segment. When it’s time for
a model changeover and the generations overlap, this
figure rises even further, sometimes resulting in 18 to
20 different types of vehicle being produced at the
Ingolstadt plant simultaneously on two assembly lines.
Because the customer individualization options have been rising continuously for years, production becomes even more complex. In the B segment,
for instance, there are more than 100 different steering
wheels and roof modules being assembled at any one
time. There are around 10,000 subassemblies for the
up to 120 bodyshell variants in the segment. A total of
more than 36,000 parts numbers are currently assigned. To ensure all individual parts arrive at the correct line section at exactly the right time for assembly
in one of the 175 cycles, more than 70,000 transport
containers, known as large and small load carriers, have
to be delivered to Production every single day.
Because the trend toward diversity and individualization will continue to grow, Audi is basing its
approach on cross-process networking. Only when
Logistics, Production and Distribution are intelligently
interconnected can the vision of the Smart Factory be
consistently realized.
But even in a networked factory with highly
flexible assembly processes, the fundamental principle
applies that, before the individual components can be
brought together to create an Audi, they have to arrive
punctually – by freight train or truck – at the factory. In
order to operate as effectively and efficiently as possible
in terms of resource conservation and time, there is in
creased use of so-called geofencing processes.

TRUCKS THAT CHECK THEMSELVES
IN WITH THE GATEHOUSE

Saves time and lots of paper –
The use of “Quick Check-in”
has the potential to replace manually completed
processes almost entirely.

650 trucks …
… arrive at the Ingolstadt every day.
In future, as many of them as possible will be equipped

Geofencing technology
50 km

with “Quick Check-in” smartphones.

The “Quick Check-in” app on the long-haul driver’s
smartphone automatically connects with Audi’s IT system
and announces the vehicle’s punctual arrival.

3 km
For the next few hours, the truck becomes
part of the factory’s internal logistics process. The goods status
changes from “in-transit” to “in-factory”.

Quick
Check-in

20 km
A few kilometers from the factory gates,
the data held by the truck and the Logistics Center
are compared once more.
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Monday morning, shortly after 8am on the
A9 heading for Ingolstadt: A few kilometers after the
exit to Hilpoltstein, the smartphone belonging to longhaul truck driver Gergor Müller signals to the Audi factory 50 kilometers away, “Everything going to plan.
Punctual arrival anticipated”. The Audi IT system receives the data and processes it immediately with no
time delay. The driver is unaware that his mobile device
has confirmed his position. As soon as the truck has
reached the 50-kilometer mark, the “Quick Check-in”
app, developed specifically for Audi, autonomously
sends the current GPS data as well as information pertaining to the load to the truck control room in the
Logistics Center. In the event of a delay, this means that
trucks already on-site can be automatically pulled forward by the system and processes. “We are fully committed to geofencing technology,” explains Johannes
Marschall, Head of Factory Logistics at the Ingolstadt
plant. “The ‘Quick Check-in’ system facilitates even
greater precision in just-in-time deliveries within the
time window that is best for the production process.”
20 kilometers from the factory gate, the
data from the truck and the Logistics Center is compared again. A check is now already being carried out as
to whether the freight data booked matches the internal material data. When the truck finally passes the
three-kilometer mark, it becomes a fixed element of
the factory’s internal logistics process for the next few
hours. The status of the loaded goods changes from
“in-transit” to “in-factory”; without further control procedures or an additional stop at the truck control room,
the driver can bring his delivery directly to one of the 60
offloading points in the factory or Logistics Center. His
smartphone shows him the way.
“Instead of handling individual delivery
slips for goods inward, the truck control room will
function in future more like a control tower – similar to
that at an airport,” says Lutz Roth, Head of Transport
Control Full/Empty, describing the self-steering delivery process. “The planned delivery traffic is monitored
in real time and we only intervene in the process in exceptional cases.”
Around 650 trucks from a wide variety of
suppliers arrive at the Ingolstadt plant every day. 24 of
them are currently equipped with “Quick Check-in”
smartphones. During the course of the year, a further
100 are set to follow as part of the roll-out. By the end
of 2016, all 350 direct deliveries to the Ingolstadt
plant should be switched over to the new process.
Johannes Marschall is eager to pursue a rapid expansion
of the networking between supplier and loading bay.
“The application has the potential to replace manual
check-in processes completely. This creates transparency and saves time and lots of paper.”
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EN ROUTE TO THE
PAPERLESS FACTORY

In the production of its B-segment model
families, Audi has already been operating without traditional paper build sheets the size of a beach towel
since October 2012. Instead of the 144-field matrix
stuck to the front windshield, the exact meaning of
which had to be understood by every worker on the line,
more than 630 flat screens display the assembly information required per cycle as pertaining to that particular work station. Previously, it was necessary to interpret the positions, combinations and meaning of complicated codes (PR numbers) printed on the build sheet
by a dot matrix printer. Today, understandable instructions appear, almost always at the worker’s eye height,
in the form of text and meaningful diagrams.
“The transition to the electronic build sheet
is enabling Audi to realize the breadth of variety that
the customer wants to a degree of individualization that
simply didn’t exist before,” says Peter Hochholdinger,
Head of Production A4/A5/Q5 at the Ingolstadt plant,
talking about the major benefit of the cloud-based system. “The error rate also drops significantly and new
workers can be trained more quickly than before.”
A red Audi A5 Sportback arrives, tilted on its
side, at the assembly station for the fuel lines. This
work step, which seems comparatively simple at first
sight, demands an extremely high level of concentration and precision, because the part attached to the
underbody is dependent on the type of drive and the
car’s equipment. Once mounted, correction would involve a lot of work. Bringing the error rate to zero is
therefore – like everywhere else in the factory – the
stated aim.

The electronic build sheet is smoothing the
way there and simplifying work at the same time – it
shows vehicle type, engine and the storage shelf of the
appropriate fuel line. Without hesitation, the Audi assembly-line worker reaches for the correct variant of
the component and installs it in a few skilful moves.
This is followed by a short check using a code scanning
device; a green light confirms all is in order, before the
car leaves the workstation area a few seconds after. Just
a moment later, the screen is already displaying the
electronic build sheet for the next Audi model – an Audi
Q5 with a TDI engine is next up.
Audi will use an electronic quality process in
future to achieve consistent data capture relating to
quality and build status. The paper-based procedure
introduced in 1984, under which every Audi model has
to be accompanied by an orange folder containing its
so-called vehicle job card, is set to be replaced. Crossing
off the work step on a matrix of tiny boxes is being replaced by confirmation via electronic entry device.
Some employees are likewise connected to the IT infrastructure via wi-fi and mobile tablets. “We are finally in
a position to question each car on its current status –
and in real time,” says Peter Hochholdinger, referring
to one of the advantages of the new system. “We can
react faster to challenges that crop up on the line and
provide workers at the respective section with appropriate information.” This occurs via instructions displayed
on the corresponding screen.
Together, the electronic quality process and
electronic build sheet form the electronic vehicle job
card, like an invisible backbone of production. The system simplifies the overall workflow and ultimately
benefits the quality of the product and the processes
and is thus a further stepping stop en route to the
Smart Factory.

We are in a position
to question each
car on its current status –
in real time.
Peter Hochholdinger

eWBK
A

Electronic vehicle job card – (eWBK)
The innovative technology simplifies assembly.
The vehicle type, engine and the storage
bin for the corresponding part appear on the monitors.

Scan the QR code to see the video on
the electronic build document.

B
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DTS
Driverless
Transport System
Just-in-time
Electric vehicles move autonomously
through the factory, bringing goods punctually
to the desired location.

we can’t simply install a red one.” In such cases, the line
worker can reorder a silver unit. “The reorder is carried
out in time for the sliver roof antenna to be installed
prior to the assembly of the headliner. This takes place
ten cycles, i.e. 15 minutes, later,” explains Marschall.
If the headliner is already in the car, installing the roof
antenna involves a great deal of extra work. This rapid
reordering process, integrated into the line, means that
such extra effort can be avoided.
In a fully networked factory, this kind of resupply will soon be carried out by driverless transport
systems (DTS) that find their own way to the right line
section and reliably deliver urgently needed components. Johannes Marschall takes it one step further, “In
future, these deliveries could also be completed by air.
Initial flight tests are already being planned with transport drones traveling through the production halls as
well as over the factory site.”

THE PRINCIPLE OF
LINE-INTEGRATED REORDERING

As a premium brand, Audi stands for the
very highest quality. In order to produce zero-defect
automobiles, the right parts must be available at the
right line section at the right time and in the right sequence and quantity. Taking care of the continuous flow
of goods to the line are the experts of the factory’s
Logistics function. In the last decade, they have been
making increasing use of driverless transport systems
(DTS). The electrically powered vehicles move around
autonomously, bringing parts – along predefined
routes – to the right place. In Neckarsulm, for instance,
this is how the interior wiring loom for the Audi A6
range is delivered to the line. The five driverless transport vehicles (DTV) travel for a total of 300 meters. “For
the DTVs to be able to use the same route on the way
there and back, they have to be networked with one
another,” says Andre Hellinger, Project Leader DTS at
the Neckarsulm plant, explaining the particular intelligence of the system. “When the workers on the line
request a new delivery, the system checks first whether
the route is free, before setting off.” This intelligence is
used by all 80 of the DTVs at the plant.
“The high degree of networking and the intelligent control stand as both the basis and the growth
potential for the further use of DTS as part of the Smart
Factory,” explains Christian Schröer, Head of Factory
Logistics Planning.
In spite of systematic quality assurance and
ongoing checks, it can sometimes happen that a part is
delivered to the line incorrectly or is damaged during
assembly. This initiates what is known at Audi as a “lineintegrated re-ordering process” and refers to a sophisticated chain of events. A replacement part must be
delivered as quickly as possible to the line, which continues to move regardless, to ensure the assembly window is not missed.
Johannes Marschall, Head of Factory Logis
tics at the Ingolstadt plant, explains the process with a
specific example, “Pre-assembly work is carried out on
our roof antennas in our so-called supermarkets and de
livered to the line in the sequence required for the cars
in production. If, for instance, a silver one is ‘scratched’,
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Running on autopilot –
A variety of driverless transport
systems (DTS) run in
Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm.

R8 low-volume production at Böllinger Höfe –
Production of the new Audi R8 is more
efficient and flexible thanks to technological innovations
like the driverless transport system.

ROBOTS
THAT SORT NEW CARS

RFID

Automatic sorting –
The driverless transport system
known as Ray piggy-backs prepared vehicles
to a free spot.

A new Audi covers the final meters prior to
loading onto the rail wagon autonomously and under
electric power – riding piggy-back on the driverless
transport system known as Ray. Two of these free-moving and highly flexible robots have been in use at Audi
since February. They go about their independent work
on the sorting level on the third floor of the so-called
process house – in an area reserved specifically for the
pilot phase.
Ray starts its job as soon as the Audi that
has been prepared for dispatch is set down on the
marked area and a logistics worker initiates the process
at a terminal. The six-meter-long and three-meter-wide
structure approaches, first scans the prepared car with
its sensors at 200,000 measurement points then gently grips the wheels and lifts the car up to ten centimeters from the ground. Ray receives instructions from
the control software where to bring the precious load
and on which available surface it should be set down.
The transport robot, which was developed by Bavarian
company Serva Transport Systems, can cover up to
three meters per second. Ray uses laser scanners to
orientate itself via fixed points on the sorting level and
calculates its position ten times per second to an accuracy of around four millimeters. The sensors check
even more frequently, i.e. 100 times per second, that
the route is clear.
As soon as the delivered cars are called up
for dispatch, Ray arranges them into the correct order
for transportation. “The autonomous sorting of our
cars brings benefits in terms of efficiency and ergonomics,” explains Claudius Illgen from vehicle dispatch control. “We can significantly reduce our handling work,
especially by cutting out the lengthy distances walked
by the employees.”

Transponder
Fixed to the inside front left of the front
bumper is an RFID transponder
(radio-frequency identification), the information
on which can be accessed wirelessly.

wirelessly networked
throughout the plant

Autonomous sorting of our cars
brings benefits in terms
of efficiency and ergonomics.
Claudius Illgen

Automatic
sorting

The goods deliveries that arrive every day by
truck include the front bumpers preassembled by a supplier. In future, a small RFID (radio-frequency identification) transponder will be fixed on their inner left side.
This chip is packed with everything there is to know –
once the bumper has been assembled, the vehicle can
then be identified quickly and easily throughout the
entire production and delivery chain, wirelessly and
without visual contact.
On the assembly line, shortly after the bumper is mounted, the car’s electronic baptism will take
place automatically in future – with the VIN number
being stored on the chip. From then on, it will be possible to identify the car with certainty at specified
points – on the line, on transport routes or at entry
points to buffer zones. It will be possible to trace the
route taken by every single car from start to finish,
without interruption. “The use of RFID technology will
soon be reality in Production as well as in Logistics and
Distribution,” comments Jörn Elberfeld from Pro
duction and Factory Planning, offering a glimpse into
the near future.

The use of RFID
technology will soon be
reality in Production
as well as in Logistics and
Distribution.

As soon as the delivered cars are called up for dispatch, Ray arranges
them into the correct order for transportation.

Jörn Elberfeld

R AY
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There are a great many usage examples.
When loading trucks or freight trains, wireless identification saves an enormous amount of time. Shortly
before vehicle dispatch, facilities such as the fueling
point, car wash or wheel test rig can automatically identify the cars and initiate programs specific to those
particular vehicles.
RFID is already in use at the Győr plant in
Hungary. Jörn Elberfeld is currently working with an
interdisciplinary team on the universal introduction of
the technology at the Ingolstadt plant. His colleague
Dr. Bernd Herrler from Transport Logistics Vehicles is
looking forward to the new opportunities presented by
this wireless data exchange. “Thanks to RFID, driverless
transport systems like Ray will be able to identify their
loads by themselves in future. This is all bringing us one
big step closer to the Smart Factory.”

Electronic
baptism
The information written on the
chip includes the car’s individual VIN.

Smart Factory
o n
a i r
Photos
Manfred Jarisch

Drones as rapid transport vehicles
A UFO (unmanned flying object) still looks
like science fiction. Yet large transport
drones have been active in business life for
some time, as flying camera mounts or
for supply flights into inaccessible areas.
Drones could also be used in Audi’s
factory halls for automated parts transpor
tation. For the time being, however,
these remain just test flights. Earthbound transport systems are more reliable.
And they don’t require air traffic control.

Flying robots –
The multi-rotor drone can be controlled extremely finely
and can fly at up to 40 km/h. It finds its way autonomously to its
destination on a pre-programmed flight path.
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Julian Fritsch
Verena Väth

The Audi Hour
The Audi Group’s production network is active 24 hours a day at what will
soon be 17 locations on three continents, manufacturing mobility and
driving fun for premium customers throughout the world. 1,804,624 cars
and 45,339 motorcycles from the Audi, Lamborghini and Ducati brands
were built in 2014. Every single hour, 14,400 kilograms of metal are processed in Ingolstadt’s A3 Bodyshell Manufacturing alone, and in the
combined heat and power plant in Győr, 2,700 kilowatt hours of electricity
generated. Here are a few figures from the world of Audi …
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130
cars
shipped from the
Ingolstadt
plant per hour.
Of those, 90 travel by
rail, with a wagon
leaving the
factory every seven
minutes.

179
wiener
white and curry sausages
come from the
Ingolstadt butcher each hour,
adding up to 1,570,000
per year.

5

cars
are built per hour in
the production
facility in Aurangabad.
The models
built are the Audi A3,
A4, A6 Sedan,
Q3, Q5 and Q7.
A ship comes every
week with parts.

760
suppliers
deliver more than 4,800
parts for the A1.

4

5

meters
is the total length
of the 374 concrete piles
that fasten the new
press shop
to the Mexican earth.

Changchun (China)

FAW-Volkswagen Automotive Company Ltd.
Founded: 1988
Models: Audi A4 L, Audi A6 L, Audi Q3, Audi Q5
Production (2014): 483,100 cars

Neckarsulm  (Germany)

Founded: 1873 in Riedlingen (in Neckarsulm as of 1880)
Surface area: circa 1,250,000 square meters (incl. Audi
Böllinger Höfe)
Employees (2014): 15,900
Models: Audi A4 Sedan, Audi A5 Cabriolet, Audi S5
Cabriolet, Audi RS 5 Cabriolet, Audi A6 Sedan, Audi A6
hybrid, Audi A6 Avant, Audi S6, Audi A6 allroad
quattro, Audi RS 6 Avant, Audi A7 Sportback, Audi S7,
Audi RS 7, Audi A8, Audi A8 L, Audi A8 hybrid,
Audi S8, Audi R8, Audi R8 Spyder, Audi R8 LMX
Production (2014): 273,168 cars

3

30

Brussels (Belgium)

Founded: 1949
Surface area: 540,000 square meters
Employees (2014): 2,528
Models: Audi A1, Audi A1 Sportback, Audi S1,
Audi S1 Sportback
Production (2014): 115,378 cars

6

7

5

Foshan (China)

Founded: 1993
Surface area: 3,951,006 square meters
Employees (2014): 11,274
Models: Audi TT Coupé, Audi TT Roadster, Audi A3 Sedan,
Audi A3 Cabriolet
Production (2014): 1,973,734 engines, 135,232 cars

kilograms of CO₂
are saved every hour at the
Győr plant through the
use of geothermal energy. That
equates to 23,000 metric
tons per year.

kilowatt hours of electricity
are produced per hour
by the combined heat and power
plant at the Győr plant.

45

different wheel rims
are fitted every hour in
Neckarsulm and up
to 15 different types of leather
for the seats.

9,135
quality checks
are carried out per
hour along the production
lines in China.

9

Audi production start: 2015
Models: Audi A3 Sedan, Audi Q3

Aurangabad (India)

14 Automobili Lamborghini
S.p.A., Sant’Agata Bolognese
(Italy)

Audi production start: 2007
Models: Audi A3 Sedan, Audi A4, Audi A6, Audi Q3,
Audi Q5 and Audi Q7
Production (2014): 10,248 cars

Employees (2014): 1,175
Models: Lamborghini Huracán, Lamborghini
Aventador, Lamborghini Aventador Roadster
Production (2014): 2,650

10 Jakarta (Indonesia)
Audi production start: 2011
Models: Audi A4, Audi A6
Production (2014): 126 cars

Founded: 1968
Surface area: 67,000 square meters
Employees: 971

16 Ducati Motor Holding
S.p.A, Bologna (Italy)

Audi production start: 2016
Employees (2014): 1,200
Models: Audi Q5 (new generation)

11
4

8

Founded: 1926
Employees worldwide (2014): 1,404
Employees Bologna plant, Italy (2014): 1,076
Employees Amphur plant Pluakdaeng/Rayong, Thailand
(2014): 167
Employees Manaus plant, Brazil (2014): 13
Models: Diavel, Hypermotard, Hyperstrada, Monster,
Multistrada, Streetfighter, Panigale, Scrambler
Production (2014): 45,339

3
5

7
2

14,400

12

465
soccer fields
is the size of
the new construction
site in Mexico.
3,300 construction
workers are
busy here every hour.

15

kilograms of metal,
mainly steel and aluminum,
are processed every
hour in A3 Bodyshell Manu
facturing. 878 bodyshells are
made every day from
295 metric tons of metal.

14

1

16

150

6

kilograms of french fries
are cooked in the works
restaurant in Brussels –
although that’s per week.

9

32

13

176,222

Audi A1
leave the Brussels plant
every hour; 520 cars
per day. More than 500 robots
from Kuka and Fanuc are
used in production.

components
are fitted every
hour to new Audi models
in final assembly
in China.
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660

15 Italdesign Giugiaro S.p.A.,
Turin (Italy)

12 San José Chiapa (Mexico)

percent
of all Audi A3
and A4 models painted
in Ingolstadt are
finished in the most
popular color
myth black. Two thirds
of all cars are black,
white or grey.

Encounter Smart Factory

Audi production start: 2005
Employees (2014): 2,200
Models: Audi Q7
Production (2014): 60,021 cars

Audi production start: 2013
Models: Audi A6, Audi A8 L

18

88

customers
participate in tours of
the Ingolstadt
plant every hour.

Martorell (Spain)

3

2,700

120

13 São José dos Pinhais
(Brazil)

Bratislava (Slovakia)

11 Kaluga (Russia)

Audi production start: 2011
Employees (2014): 2,400
Model: Audi Q3
Production (2014): 112,815 cars

Győr (Hungary)

8

million cubic meters
of air flow per hour through
the entire Paint Shop in
Ingolstadt, filtered clean and
free from pollutants.
Around nine to 13 kilograms
of paint and filler are processed
by the Paint Shop for
each bodyshell, depending on
the color.

million cubic meters of earth
were moved for the
Mexico plant. That equates to
30-times the volume of the
Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacán
near Mexico City.

FAW-Volkswagen Automotive Company Ltd.
Founded: 2013
Models: Audi A3 Sportback, Audi A3 Sedan
Production (2014): 46,000 cars

38

6,000
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Ingolstadt  (Germany)

Founded: 1949
Surface area: 2,737,500 square meters
Employees(2014): 40,027
Models: Audi A3, Audi A3 Sportback, Audi A3 Sportback
e‑tron, Audi A3 Sportback g-tron, Audi S3, Audi S3
Sportback, Audi RS 3 Sportback, Audi A4, Audi A4 Avant,
Audi S4, Audi S4 Avant, Audi A4 allroad quattro, Audi RS 4
Avant, Audi A5 Sportback, Audi A5 Coupé, Audi S5
Sportback, Audi S5 Coupé, Audi RS 5 Coupé, Audi Q5,
Audi Q5 hybrid quattro, Audi SQ5 TDI
Production (2014): 572,022 cars

2

different colors
are processed by the
paint facilities in
Changchun and Foshan.
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1

9,450
parts
are welded every hour
in Bodyshell
Manufacturing for the
Audi Q3 in Martorell.
Each Q3 needs: 4,334
spot welds, 9,511
millimeters of
MAG welding, 2,092
millimeters of plasma
welding and 3,183
roof laser spot welds.

38
new cars
on average are handed
over to customers
per hour in Ingolstadt.

10

121

240,000
parts
are fitted per hour by workers
on the assembly lines
in Neckarsulm for the Audi A6,
A7 and A8 models;
around 4,800 per car.

223,363
spot welds
are set every hour by
Bodyshell Manufacturing in
Ingolstadt on bodyshells
for the Audi A3 Sportback;
5,231 per car.
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sheet-metal parts
are produced by the GT1
bulk-part press at the
Martorell plant every
hour, such as parts for
the doors or B-pillars
for the Audi Q3.

trucks
deliver production
parts to Audi’s factories
in China every hour.

370
engines
max. are assembled per
hour at the Győr
plant from 14,400
components.

85,000
job applications
were received for the new
factory in Mexico. Around
1,400 employees
are currently being trained
for the start of
production in 2016.

Intelligent Tools
The intelligent tools from Audi Toolmaking are able to distribute the high
press forces extremely precisely, thus ensuring the finish of the sheet-metal part –
to within hundredths of a millimeter.

TooLing
UP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Laser sensor
Active drawing aid
Stamp
Bottom part of the tool
Blank holder
Die
Top part of the tool

5

1

1

2
3

2
1

1
2

2
2
1

1

4

6

7
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Text
Johannes Köbler

Photos
Manfred Jarisch
Matt Stark

Audi means precision – above
all, it is on the exterior skin of
the cars with the four rings where the enormous passion for the tiniest details is most evident. The observer can see and feel this in the sharpness of the tornado
line, with its evenly tight radius, and in the consistently taut surfaces. On the Audi A3 and TT models, the
outer shell of the aluminum hood has two sharp contours. The so-called “Zischers” (sizzlers), as they are
known internally, are created using new, intelligent
tools (IWZ).
Like every mechanical process, the forming
of the sheet steel and aluminum panels in the presses
is subject to certain parameters. In some cases, the
material composition of the blanks or their lubrication
is not completely homogeneous. This influences the
feed of the blank – the so-called flange feed – as it is
pulled over the shaping tool. If the flange feed is too
low relative to the specification, the tension is too
high, which could lead to tears in the component. If,
on the other hand, too much material follows through,
i.e. the flange feed is too high, the component stability could suffer.
New intelligent tools solve this problem –
they enable stable processes in consistent first-class
quality. Project Leader Hannes Mautz explains the principle that Audi has developed to production maturity.
“We use sensors that make the process inside the tool
visible – to identify how the material is flowing and
what forces are being exerted on the blank. This data
shows us whether the processes are remaining within
the narrow window we have defined for them. If not, an
actuator in the tool autonomously adjusts the distribution of forces within the tool. This enables us to ensure
precision to within hundredths of a millimeter.”

The fascination of the new technology lies
in the interaction between brute force and high-resolution electronics. A computer manages the work done
by the intelligent tool, receiving its information from
up to 24 sensors, such as laser sensors that measure
flange feed extremely precisely using triangulation.
The steel forming tools weigh up to 40 metric tons and the presses shape the components by applying up to 2,000 metric tons. During the drawing
process, the blank’s flanges are clamped in place by
eight cylinders applying forces of 20 to 60 metric tons
each. Pressure distribution is finely metered through
each of the active drawing aids, which contribute up to
50 metric tons. They use wedge drives with electric
stepper motors that permit very high-precision adjustment. Should the clamping force in their area get too
high, the drawing aids can push the stamping die – the
top half of the tool – upward by a few hundredths of a
millimeter to allow the blank to flow a little more freely.

3

Internationalization:
Five sites on two continents

1
Neckarsulm plant –
Assembly of a fixture for
bodyshell production.

Audi Toolmaking is networked in many directions within the Volks
wagen Group. It is represented at five plants on two continents
– in Ingolstadt, Neckarsulm, Barcelona, Győr and Beijing. With
the exception of Beijing, each location produces its own tools,
bodyshell production plant and fixtures.
Audi’s press tools are used by almost all of the
Group’s brands. Besides Audi itself, this currently extends to the
Bentley, Lamborghini, Seat, Škoda, Porsche, Volkswagen and Volks
wagen Nutzfahrzeuge brands, as well as joint-venture company
FAW-Volkswagen. Toolmaking in Győr fulfills another special task
above and beyond this – it supplies Audi and Lamborghini with
finished bodyshell components for their high-performance sports
cars and RS models.
Audi Toolmaking also incorporates plant and fixture
manufacturing. Among the products made, it is the framers that
stand out in particular. The so-called group framer is a core function in bodyshell manufacturing – positioning the side walls on the
substructure. As it currently stands, the installation is set up for
up to four different vehicle types; the next expansion stage will
bring that to six models, with shorter cycle times and lower costs.
The roof framers are large, bridge-shaped clamping
and positioning stations. The so-called bell, which carries the vehicle’s roof, is made from carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP),
so that it can be moved by two robots. This solution, which comes
from Audi’s extensive expertise in lightweight design, saves enormous amounts of energy compared with the heavy technology
used previously. Audi Toolmaking’s latest framer is at the Bratislava plant, where it positions the new Q7’s outer side walls with
a whole new level of precision. The ongoing progress being made
in framer technology is just one example of the exceptional, innovative power of Audi Toolmaking.

2

1 Preparation – geometric calibration
of a laser sensor for exact orientation
of the beam.
2 Technology model – the screen
shows an image of the technology
components in the intelligent tool.
3 Fine adjustment – Project Leader
Hannes Mautz with the intelligent
tool for the TT hood.

Scan the QR code to see the video on
intelligent tooling.
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4

Remote maintenance:
Support comes online

Development began seven years ago on the
initiative of current Board Member for Production Prof.
Dr. Hubert Waltl. The go-ahead for the first intelligent
tool was given in Neckarsulm in 2010; it produces the
hood for the A3. The first pressing was made in October
2011 – marking the world premiere of the new technology. Audi now has twelve such tools in operation at its
Ingolstadt, Neckarsulm, Bratislava and Győr plants. “The
rollout means a whole series of new challenges for us,”
says Mautz. “We can standardize processes even more,
while making them even faster. And we have to train
the workforce, too.”

4 Application – Audi’s intelligent
tools work in press lines, like here
in Győr.

Győr plant –
A fitter commissioning roller
hemming equipment.

Enormous Audi development skills also
flow into the program that controls the intelligent
tools. The operator now has simple access to the tool’s
live data via a web browser. The team managed by Hannes
Mautz and his predecessor Dr. Christoph Hein also generated software that makes it possible to carry out advance simulation of intelligent tools. This enables the
specialists to evaluate how sensitively the production
process reacts to the main factors of pressure, material
quality and blank lubrication and what benefits can be
achieved by the new technology.
An intelligent tool runs through a large
number of simulations during the design process. The
physical tool is then fine-tuned in practice. “We manufacture several test components, varying the pressure
distribution in the tool for each one,” explains Mautz.
“Then we analyze the results and the intelligent tool
uses this to learn how it needs to react to malfunctions.” The IWZ experts are already precisely evaluating
future tool projects in order to be able to address new
complications with tailor-made solutions.

5 Top finish – the “sizzlers” on the
TT hood demonstrate the sharpness
of the Audi design.

An almost 100-percent automated bodyshell production facility,
with its high technological standards, is never completely immune
to glitches. When, despite all the perfection, something occasionally gets jammed, the Plant and Fixture Engineering (AVB) department of Audi Toolmaking comes into play with its remote mainten
ance platform.
Virtually all Audi plants worldwide are now connected. When the responsible individual on-the-ground identifies
a malfunction in the equipment that he is unable to remedy on his
own, then he can call for help through the central server. The
server usually alerts the service provider whose equipment is affected. They can then connect into the equipment via the heavily
protected Audi production network – within that area of the system where they have authorization. The specialists call up the
control monitor of the affected unit on the screen and actively
control it if requested by the operator on-the-ground.
Most cases of remote maintenance concern problems with the software. However, a few users also use the tool to
monitor the process on their equipment – SmartRay, for instance,
a specialist in checking laser-welded seams, chalked up more than
300 remote maintenance hours in 2014. Remote maintenance
plays its strengths to the full especially during the complex commissioning phase – it saves a great deal of time, cost and travelrelated CO₂ emissions.
The remote maintenance platform for Audi Toolmaking covers all bodyshell manufacturing equipment at all factories. There are no standalone third-party solutions. It also incorporates individual pieces of plant and equipment in the Ingolstadt
Pre-Production Center and in Lamborghini Production. The specialists are already planning the next steps – first, they want to
integrate intelligent tools into remote maintenance. The midterm aim is systems that recognize how plant and equipment is
changing, thus enabling preventative maintenance.

5

6
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6 Audi flagship – the hood of the
A8 luxury sedan is also made using an
intelligent tool.

The consistent quality enabled by the intelligent tools has further positive aspects. It lowers rejects, thus saving material and aiding sustainable production. Audi is now making full use of its expertise in
aluminum built up over many years. The material is
extremely challenging to work with – the thickness of
the material used is around 40 percent greater than for
sheet steel, which makes sharp design edges all the
more demanding. Aluminum is more brittle and thus
has a greater tendency to necking and tearing; and its
spring-back characteristics after pressing are different
to those of sheet steel. The new Audi TT demonstrates
the progress that Audi Toolmaking has made in this
particular field – it has the tightest radii of any aluminum car worldwide.
And development work is continuing. For
the future, Hannes Mautz and his colleagues are thinking about new sensor solutions and dynamic actuators
– and about closing gaps in data flow. In future, the
intelligent tools could communicate with the presses
in order to reset the forces and their distribution in line
with requirements. “In general,” says Mautz, “we want
to bring together all the available data from coil to
press, to use it for even finer control of the intelligent
tool.”

Intelligent tools are one concrete example
of the drive for perfection that permeates all areas of
Audi Toolmaking. Founded in 1993, the division employs around 2,000 people at the Ingolstadt, Neckarsulm, Barcelona, Győr and Beijing facilities and enjoys
an excellent reputation in the global competitive field.
A host of prizes and awards stand in testimony to its
status as a benchmark in the sector.
Because the Audi model lineup – and therefore the number of processes – will continue to grow
apace, the Toolmaking division continues to expand its
core competences – short cycle times paired with top
quality, uncompromising precision and competitive
costs. At the same time, demands are constantly increasing – through the brand’s lightweight design phil
osophy, leading to the use of new materials, forming
and bodyshell production processes, and through the
creative ideas of the designers. With every new project,
Audi Toolmaking is pushing the boundaries of the technically feasible that little bit further.

9

Cooperation with Design:
Going beyond existing boundaries

Design on paper –
The contours on the hood have a
strong impact on the design of the new TT –
even on the sketches.

Audi Toolmaking has been nurturing a close cooperation with Design for many years. It forms the basis for the distinctive look of
the cars bearing the four rings – for their high-precision surfaces
with their transitions between light and shade, for their tight radii
and for the harmonious appearance of all joints and lines.
The method planners from Toolmaking accompany
each new design from the very start. The path they take together
leads past six defined milestones – it starts with the so-called design consolidation and ends with the approval of the data control
model (DKM) by the Board of Management, i.e. design sign-off.
The toolmakers often find details that present them
with new challenges, even in the very early stages – in the data
scanned from the first clay model or even from a paper sketch. This
could be, as was the case with the Audi A4, a lateral draft angle
that exceeds the existing physical limits of the steel deep-drawing
process, or a water channel at the tailgate cut-out for which there
is no known manufacturing process. In such cases, the designers
and method planners get together to work out a solution. The
broad wheel arches of the new Audi TT, for instance, were a case in
point. Using detailed simulations and a test tool built in-house,
the method planners were able to ensure the parts could be reliably produced.
Again and again, Audi’s toolmakers work at the limits of what is possible in dialogue with the designers and, in so
doing, open up new and previously unchartered territory. This applies to ways of working with aluminum, one of the brand’s core
strengths, as well as to intelligent tools – both of which are clear
expressions of the passion and the skills of Audi Toolmaking.

8

7

7 Successful team – the developers of the intelligent tool
(from left to right):
Hannes Mautz (Project Leader, Simulation and Control Technology),
Markus Gruschke (Process Integration),
Waill El-Bahou (Engineering),
Dominik Wolfert (Training and Qualification) and
Christoph Rüster (Production Development).
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8 Control center – the box on the
right gathers all the data from the tool
and calculates the settings.
9 Opened up – Project Leader Hannes
Mautz with the two halves of
the intelligent tool for the TT hood.
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The
Power Line

Audi produces the A3 Sportback e-tron* in its main Ingolstadt plant
on the main A3 line. The plug-in hybrid model receives its specific technical
elements in seven separate assembly steps.

* Audi A3 Sportback e-tron:
		Combined fuel consumption in l/100 km: 1.7 – 1.5;
		Combined electricity consumption in Wh/km: 124 – 114;
		Combined CO₂ emissions in g/km: 39 – 35
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1.4 TFSI
11
Power electronics
e-brake servo unit
Battery cooling lines
High-voltage battery module
Fuel tank
12V battery
High-voltage lines
6-speed e-S tronic
Electric motor
Charging connection

10
8
9

The Assembly of the
Audi A3 Sportback e-tron
The classic Audi A3 Sportback (silver bodyshells) and the A3 Sportback e-tron
(red bodyshells) run to a large extent on the same line. Assembly begins
on the ground floor on the chassis rigging line. It then travels one level up
for the wedding. The plug-in hybrid models receive their specific technical
components in the e-tron meander on the upper floor, while the classic
A3 Sportback glide away above them on the suspended line (simplified
representation).
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Scan the QR code and experience the technology of the
Audi A3 Sportback e-tron in video format.
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The Technology of the
Audi A3 Sportback e-tron

Gr

Does low-volume mean custom manufacturing? Dr. Siegfried Schmidtner shakes his
head. “The A3 Sportback e-tron is built here in Ingolstadt in Hall
A01, together with the A3 and the A3 Sportback,” explains the
Head of Production for the Audi A3 in Ingolstadt. “We have integrated its assembly into the line. Plug-in hybrid technology was
incorporated from the beginning into the modular transverse matrix (MQB), on which the A3 is based, and that’s now paying off.”
There is complex technology inside the Audi A3 Sport
back e-tron, Audi’s first plug-in hybrid model. The electric motor is
integrated into the housing of the e-S tronic together with a decoupler, which is connected to the 1.4 TFSI. The system output of the
engine and motor is 150 kW (204 hp). A subframe connects the
drive unit with the front suspension. The necessary preassembly
steps take place on the so-called drive unit line on the upper floor
of Hall A01. This is where the technicians also install most of the
additional elements of the thermal management – special coolant
pipes, valves and pumps.
On the hall’s ground floor is the so-called rigging line,
which all models of the A3 family go through. This is an early section of line, on which the large, preassembled technical elements
come together. Assisted by handling devices, fitters place the
power unit, axles, driveline and fuel tank on workpiece carriers;
alignment pins ensure positioning with millimeter precision. In the
A3 Sportback e-tron, the tank is located beneath the floor of the
luggage compartment, because the battery occupies its original
mounting point in front of the rear axle. Special e-tron components
are the high-voltage battery system in a compact block, its wiring
loom leading to the engine bay and the electric PTC auxiliary heater.
Once all the major drive components have been completed, they are transported to the upper floor, to line section 3,
where they are married with the bodyshell, just like every Audi A3.
Their connection with the bodyshell and the installation of the
high-voltage and coolant lines takes place in a separate, fully automated, cell – in a precisely choreographed ballet of 15 fastening
and handling robots.
“The next section is the meander,” explains Sascha
Staudenmaier, a planner from the Electronics and High-Voltage
Systems department. “This is the only area where we take the
A3 Sportback e-tron out of the main line.” While its siblings continue on their way, suspended on the overhead line, the plug-in
hybrids are brought down to the floor, where they go through
seven special steps on an approximately 60-meter loop. They include the assembly of the power electronics, including brackets,
fixing the high-voltage lines, installation of the charging device
and assembly of the chiller, which cools the battery (among other
things) as part of the cooling circuit. Two technicians carry out
these process steps, each one lasting 88 seconds, as is the norm
in A3 assembly.
When the A3 Sportback e-tron returns to the main line,
it receives its front end, which incorporates the charging point.
After checking the high-voltage cable in the floor, the traction battery is then connected at the end of line section 3, meaning the
high-voltage system is now complete. “Arming” it, however,
doesn’t take place until several more checks have been carried out.
In “precheck 3”, for instance, the voltage of the 96 battery cells is
individually measured. At the same time, tests are conducted on
charge status and occurring temperatures.

“Safety is the top priority throughout the entire assembly process,” stresses Staudenmaier. Planning and assembly work
here hand-in-hand. “All workers who come into contact with the A3
Sportback e-tron have received a technical safety briefing on the
new technology. A large number of technicians in the direct area are
qualified as electrical specialists or responsible electrical specialists for vehicle technology. We use electronically controlled equipment for fastening the high-voltage lines,” explains Staudenmaier.
On line section 6, a multi-function tester checks all the
control units. Not until this has been completed does a technician
activate the high-voltage system by using a special tool to release
the service isolating switch in the engine bay. The system goes
through a self-test procedure when it starts up and is able to identify any possible contact errors. At the end of the assembly line,
the A3 Sportback e-tron travels, like all the A3 models, on an elevator to the floor with the test stands. Following the check on the
vibrating roller, calibration of the assistance systems, fine-adjustment of doors, hood and tailgate, running-in of the engine and
transmission and the brake test, all that is left is the wash and final
quality check.
Audi began production of the A3 Sportback e-tron in
September 2014 at an initial rate of 30 cars per day. Due to high
demand, that now already stands at 80 cars per day. “We’re already
thinking about capacity expansion,” says Dr. Schmidtner.

Infographic: C3 Visual Lab
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High-voltage battery module
Vehicle carrier
Preassembled power unit
Fuel tank
Electric auxiliary heater
Bodyshell
6-speed e-S tronic
Electric motor
1.4 TFSI
High-voltage lines
Power electronics
Charging device
Chiller
Classic A3 Sportback
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People Matter
Audi leads the field in ergonomics within the automotive industry.
Innovative technologies are part of the strategy to promote the physical and
psychological wellbeing of the workforce. Audi is therefore well
armed to deal with the forthcoming challenges of the working environment.

1

2

3

It is the moment when the car
receives its enduring identity;
that process step that turns welded sheet metal, hitech and expertise into a unique Audi – when the in
dividual chassis number (VIN) is stamped inside the
engine bay.
During the stamping process, the worker
carries out assembly work inside the engine bay. In
order to be able to work here completely ergonomically, the worker needs a chair, which he has to take with
him and place in the working position. Today, it’s a lot
easier – and more ergonomic – with the “Chairless Chair”.
The worker walks a few steps, suddenly sits down, apparently on nothing, and remains relaxed in this position, which is the perfect one for the procedure in question. Her concentration remains fully on her work.
What looks like magic is, in fact, a piece of
hi-tech. The Chairless Chair is an exoskeleton worn on
the back of the legs and fitted with straps at the hips,
knees and ankles. The seating surface supports the
hindquarters and thighs; the two braces made from
carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) adapt to the contours of the legs. They are equipped with joints at knee
height and are hydraulically adjusted to the size of the
respective user and to set the desired seating position.
The bodyweight is transferred into the ground via these
adjustable elements. The Chairless Chair itself weighs
around three kilograms at its current stage of development. The target weight is 2.4 kilograms.
The Chairless Chair by noonee AG in Rüti,
Switzerland, is still undergoing tests, in the likes of
cockpit assembly at the Neckarsulm plant. However,
plans are already in place for its use in a wide variety of
locations throughout the production process.

1
Walking –
The exoskeleton is
worn on the back of the
legs and gives the
worker great freedom
of movement.
2
Sitting –
The seating surface
supports the hindquarters and thighs,
even at short assembly
intervals.
→
Chairless Chair –
The innovative seating
aid weighs around
three kilograms at its
current stage
of development.
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4
Healthy –
The Chairless Chair
ensures the right
stance during assembly
of the engine support.

6

What looks like magic is,
in fact, a piece of hi-tech. The
Chairless Chair is an
exoskeleton worn on the
back of the legs

3
Relief –
Belts fasten the Chairless Chair to the
hips, thighs and ankles.
It can be individually
adapted to different
body sizes.
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4

5
Comfortable –
The Chairless Chair
takes the load
off the legs during
tasks such as door
preassembly.
6
Practical –
When stamping the
chassis number,
the worker in the pilot
phase no longer
has to pull up a chair.

5

Audi has been a leader in the field of ergonomics in the automotive industry for many years and
raises awareness throughout the entire company of
good work planning – both in the production halls and
in the offices. The ergonomic strategy “We stand for
us. Actively into the future” is a response to current
and forthcoming challenges, such as changes in the
world of work resulting from an increasing diversity of
variants and complexity in automotive design, as well
as the continually expanding worldwide production
network.
In Germany, in particular, this includes a
further challenge – demographic change. In a few years,
half of the workforce will be over 50 years old. At the
same time, young people from “Generation Y” are joining the company – with a whole new set of expectations
from their working environment.
Ergonomics experts at Audi are addressing
the changing world of work, demographic developments and the generational shift in values with defined
areas of action. Holistic ergonomics methods focus on
both the physical and the psychological wellbeing of
the workforce. New group working and rotation concepts are part of intelligent work organization, and
ergonomics in production will play an even more important role in the design process in future. Building an
ergonomics network across all Audi plants and establishing common global standards for ergonomics is also
part of the ongoing internationalization of the company. All plans from the area of ergonomics are being
communicated through a number of different channels
and the dialogue with employees further expanded.
The principle at Audi for the holistic design of attractive
and productive working conditions is and will remain in
future – people are what matter.

Y

Generation Y
Members of “Generation Y” (18 to 30
years old) currently
make up around
20 percent of the workforce. They differ
considerably from their
parents in terms of
their values, attitudes
and behavior patterns.
They strive more for
meaning, responsibility
and appreciation;
they want to work flex
ibly and they set
great store by the emotional aspects
and image of their
employer.

1
Automated –
The aluminum
ASF of the new Audi R8
high-performance
sports car in
the machining cell.
2
Manual work –
The exterior skin
receives its final finish
in the grinding
tunnel prior to painting.
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W e i g h t
W a t c h e r s
Au di i s e x pa ndin g i t s l e a din g ro l e in l ig h t w e ig h t d e sig n e v en
f u r t h e r w i t h t h e R 8 s p o r t s c a r a n d t h e l a r g e Q 7 SUV .
T h e n e w m o d e l s , w i t h t h e i r m u lt i - m at e r i a l b o d y s h e l l s ,
l e av e t h e p r o d u c t io n fac il i t ie s c lo se to N ec k a r su l m a n d in
B r at i s l ava . At b o t h p l a n t s , A u d i p u l l s o u t a l l t h e s t o p s
i n b o d y s h e l l m a n u fa c t u r i n g – a l b e i t i n d i f f e r e n t way s .
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AUDI

R 8

A l u m i n u m a n d CFRP c o m e t o g e t h e r i n
t h e ASF o f t h e n e w R 8 – m a r k i n g a n e w v a r i a n t
o f t h e m u lt i - m at e r i a l a p p r o a c h .

Bodyshell manufacturing for
the new Audi R8 is a very special low-volume production operation. The facility at
Audi Böllinger Höfe close to Neckarsulm, opened in
fall 2014, is set up for small production runs and
broad diversity – and for high-end expertise in lightweight engineering. The high-performance sports
car’s multi-material Audi Space Frame (ASF) weighs
just 200 kilograms, yet is extremely stiff and impact
safe. It is made 70 percent from aluminum and 13
percent from carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)
– in accordance with the Audi motto “The right material in the right amounts in the right place.”
“At full capacity, we will produce 40 body
shells per day in two-shift operation,” explains Jochen
Wagner, Head of Production quattro GmbH. “We
have divided bodyshell production into two main
areas – Bodyshell Production 1 is for the aluminum
elements, and Bodyshell Production 2 is for adding
the CFRP parts. In Bodyshell Production 1, we also
differentiate between the zone for welding work and
the area for bolt-on parts and finish. The flexibility we
gain through this helps us when it comes to building
derivatives such as the R8 LMS GT3 race car.”

4

3
Substructure welding –
Specialists weld
together the
profile and castings to
form the rear end.

3
4
Roof framer –
The roof is positioned
on the ASF.
The yellow grips are
for closing the
tightening fixture.
5
Rear bulkhead
installation –
A robot inserts the
CFRP into the ASF,
which has been turned
onto its side.

The bodyshell of the new Audi R8 is created in a production rhythm of 21.5 minutes, with
people and robots alternating tasks. In the first step,
specialists weld together the front end of the car, the
central floor and the rear end from aluminum castings and extruded profile. They then connect the
three modules to create the substructure. Robots
handle the cold jointing processes – the complete
ASF consists of 270 semi-hollow punch rivets, 270
blind rivets, 241 metric and 270 self-tapping screws;
the welded seams are a good 89 meters long.
The bodyshell grows further with the
greenhouse and the roof. In a cell, a five-axis machine precision cuts the connecting points for the
CFRP components, the suspension and the steering
to within hundredths of a millimeter. Inline laser
measuring equipment checks the dimensional accuracy of the ASF. At a geometry station, technicians
attach doors, lids, fenders and side parts – made
from aluminum – with the aid of precision-guided
fixtures.

6
7

6
Rear bulkhead
installation –
Qualified technicians
set the screw fasteners
by hand.
7
Center tunnel
installation –
The tunnel is positioned
on a fixture,
before the bodyshell is
lowered onto it.

5

New material pairing –
CFRP (black) and aluminum form
an extremely strong and
stiff composite in the ASF of the
new Audi R8.

13 percent
of the ASF in the new
Audi R8 is made
from carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP).

O u r fl e x ibil i t y in b o dy sh el l m a n u fac t u r in g
h e l p s u s i n t h e p r o d u c t i o n o f d e r i vat i v e s s u c h a s
t h e A u d i R 8 LMS GT 3 r a c e c a r .

13
Scan the QR code to experience the production of the
new Audi R8 in video format.
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Jochen Wagner, Head of Production quattro GmbH.

8
B-pillar outer shell
installation –
The installation of the
B-pillar outer
shells completes the
CFRP elements.

AUDI

Q 7

T h a n k s t o u lt r a h i g h -s t r e n g t h s t e e l s
a n d a l u m i n u m , t h e b o d y-i n -w h i t e o f t h e n e w Q 7 w e i g h s
71 k i l o g r a m s l e s s t h a n o n i t s p r e d e c e s s o r .

11

10
Door attachment –
The bodyshell rests
on an assembly
stand while the doors
are attached.

8

11
76 seconds –
The cycle time is
short on the main line
in Bodyshell
Manufacturing at the
Bratislava plant.

9
Door attachment –
The previously removed
doors are replaced
once the rear bulkhead
and B-pillars
have been assembled.

10

We don’t a ssemble
a l l t h e CFRP c o m p o n e n t s
until after
t h e ASF i s p a i n t e d .
9

Jochen Wagner, Head of Production quattro GmbH

Once the bodyshell has been through the
Finish area – the final station in Bodyshell Produc
tion 1 – it is driven on a truck to the Paint Shop at the
Neckarsulm plant. After cathodic dip coating, it
cures in an oven at 200 degrees Celsius, where the
aluminum alloys reach their final strength. “The
CFRP parts are still missing at this point, because,
unlike aluminum, they wouldn’t expand,” explains
Jochen Wagner. “We don’t assemble them until the
bodyshell is back here in the workshop. We do that
in Bodyshell Production 2.”
The CFRP components form the highstrength spine of the bodyshell. Their structure varies substantially depending on where they are used.
For the rear bulkhead’s transverse beams, for instance, where the primary function is maximum
lateral strength, the layers of webbing are laid
largely unidirectionally. Up to 14 of them are arranged one on top of the other in a layer five millimeters thick.
People and machines work closely together when it comes to fitting the CFRP parts.
Robots apply finely measured quantities of structural adhesive and carry out precise jointing procedures. One of them inserts the rear bulkhead into the
ASF, for which it is turned around its longitudinal
axis; another positions the center tunnel on a carrier,
onto which the bodyshell is then lowered. The employees of quattro GmbH install what is known as
the integral B-pillar and its outer shell, then carry
out the fastening and riveting processes.
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At the sealant station, robots apply sealing compound to all those areas where CFRP and
aluminum parts meet in order to prevent contact
corrosion. Finally, the bodyshell is put through another oven, this time at 80 degrees Celsius, where
the adhesive and sealant cure. The new R8’s ASF is
now finished – 200 kilograms of concentrated hitech. Audi lightweight design to a new level of perfection.

200 kilograms
is the weight of the multimaterial ASF in the
new Audi R8 – an expression of a strict lightweight
design concept.

200

The Audi Space Frame of the new R8 with
its multi-material construction

110.000

Carbon-fiber reinforced plastic
Aluminum profile
Aluminum sheet
Aluminum castings

The multi-brand
Bodyshell Manufactur
ing facility in
Bratislava covers an
area of 110,000 m² –
as much as 13 soccer
pitches.

In B o dy shel l M a n u fac t u r in g fo r t he ne w
A u d i Q 7, w e j o i n a l u m i n u m a n d h o t - f o r m e d s t e e l
u s i n g m e c h a n i c a l p r o c e s s e s o n ly.
Steffen Müller, Head of Technology Development Jointing

Infographic: Steven Pope
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T h e n e w ly d e v e l o p e d m o t o r i z e d s p o t
w e l d i n g h e a d s , w h i c h w e u s e o n 16 9 m a c h i n e s ,
a r e n o w e ac h 30 k ilo g r a m s l ig h t e r .

L ight w eight
Q7 co m p o n en t s f r o m
MÜnchsmünster

Wingolf Jahn, Production Planning Bodyshell Manufacturing

In the Slovakian capital of Bratislava, the
Volkswagen Group runs a modern and highly flexible
vehicle plant for two very contrasting model fam
ilies. More than 8,000 people produce very small and
very large cars for six Group brands; the new Q7 rolls
off the line here with two of its sibling models.
Depending on the engine, the large Audi
SUV is up to 325 kilograms lighter than its predecessor. 71 kilograms of that are attributable to the
bodyshell, which incorporates many parts made
from hot-formed steel and aluminum, thus fulfilling
substantially increased demands for stiffness and
crash safety. The new multi-material construction
calls for innovative jointing technology. For Wingolf
Jahn, who heads up bodyshell production planning
in Neckarsulm, this is one of the biggest challenges
of this vehicle project.
Bodyshell Manufacturing in Bratislava
takes place in a hall with a surface area of 110,000 m²,
about as much as 13 soccer pitches. Despite the
high degree of automation, around 1,000 people
work here; 964 robots and state-of-the-art measurement and control technology are also in use. An
inline laser measuring system checks the bodyshell
for geometric accuracy using 20 robots. On the
main line, the production rhythm is 76 seconds,
around just half of what it was for the last model –
otherwise, the high volumes sought would not have
been possible.
The principle of systematic lightweight
design also applies to the bodyshell production
plant and machinery. “At 169 production stations,
we are using newly developed motorized spot
welding heads that are now 30 kilograms lighter,”
reports Jahn. “This has a very positive effect on the
dimensions of the equipment and its energy consumption.”
At a proportion of twelve percent, the
hot-formed components form the backbone of the
Q7 passenger cell. The boron-manganese alloy blanks
are heated in a furnace to around 900 degrees Cel
sius and cooled immediately afterward during forming in the water-cooled press tool to around 200
degrees. This results in an ultra-strong structure
that enables low wall thicknesses. The proportion of
aluminum in the construction – as pressure die-castings, extruded profile and sheet – is 41 percent. The
aluminum panels are produced in the neighboring
press shop, in part with the aid of intelligent tools.
“When you thermally join aluminum and
steel, you get brittle areas,” explains Steffen Müller,
Head of Technology Development Jointing. “Which
is why, at Audi, we join these materials using exclusively mechanical techniques.” The aluminum sidewall frames, for instance, are joined to the ultrahigh-strength B-pillar with the aid of roller hemming. This process reduces the width of the door
entry flange by several millimeters. Semi-hollow
punch rivets serve to fix the parts in place for roller
hemming. In the zones in which they are used, the
pillar is designed to be a little softer for crash reasons. The forming tool is less heavily cooled in those
particular areas.
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12

13

Also new is semi-hollow riveting with
special rivets, which are harder and have a greater
wall thickness than conventional punch rivets. The
250 special rivets in the bodyshell of the new Audi Q7
join ultra-high-strength steel of up to 1.6 millimeters
thick with aluminum. With friction welding, the sheet
steel can even be as much as 2.5 millimeters thick. A
steel stud rotating at high speed is pushed through
the sheet aluminum under high pressure, thus creating a high-strength friction-welded joint with the
sheet steel beneath. The substructure of the new Q7
contains more than 100 such joints.

12
Multi-material
construction –
A hot-formed panel
(dark) between
the longitudinal beams
and the front
bulkhead distributes
the forces in
the event of a crash.

14

Besides these innovative processes, Audi
also uses a wide range of other jointing techniques
– clinching, conventional semi-hollow punch riveting, flow-drill fastening and stud welding. In addition to that are more than 2,500 resistance spot
welds as well as almost four meters of MIG (metal
inert gas) and MAG (metal active gas) welded seams.
The adhesive joints are around 160 meters long.
A hi-tech classic of the Audi brand is laserbeam welding for connecting aluminum parts with
one another; this results in the likes of the zero-joint
between the sidewall and the roof. The lightweight
roof framer in Bratislava has twelve clamping jaws
that can be adjusted by robot to within tenths of a
millimeter. Prior to that, the so-called compact
framer positions the outer sidewalls extremely precisely using electronic actuators – a new technique
in bodyshell manufacturing. The resulting zero-joint
on the new Q7 is a perfect expression of the brand’s
strict approach to quality.

14
Sidewall frame
and roof –
The bodyshell is
turned around its longitudinal axis to
enable ergonomic
fastening.

The lightweight bodyshell of the new Audi Q7 also
incorporates parts from Münchsmünster. Some of
the aluminum pressure die-cast parts come from
the production facility close to the main Ingolstadt
plant that began ramping up production at the end
of 2013.
The aluminum pressure die-casting foundry
in Münchsmünster produces production parts, while
also serving for testing new technologies that drive
forward progress in lightweight design. The same
applies to the neighboring press shop, which manufactures hot and cold-formed parts. Machining of
suspension components rounds off the spectrum of
parts produced here – parts such as wheel mounts,
pivot bearings, wheel hubs and brake discs.
For the new Audi Q7, the foundry delivers
the so-called suspension seating at the transition
between the front of the car and the passenger cell.
The long connecting parts between the sills and
the rear longitudinal beams likewise come from
Münchsmünster.
Audi’s systematic lightweight design strategy means the curb weight of the new Q7 is up to
325 kilograms less than that of the last model, depending on the engine version. This progress has
contributed substantially to a reduction in overall
CO₂ emissions of more than 16 percent. In terms of
carbon footprint, the new model has a lower greenhouse potential than its predecessor from just
40,000 km.

1 Aluminum pressure die-casting foundry –
Cast components cool in a dip tank.
2 Press shop –
Prior to forming, the steel blanks are heated
to a high temperature in a batch furnace.

41
Aluminum
components make up
41 percent of
the Q7 bodyshell.

The Audi Space Frame of the new Q7 with
its multi-material construction

13
Front end –
The suspension-strut
dome and the
so-called suspension
seating are made
from pressure die-cast
aluminum.

Ultra-high-strength steels
Conventional steels
Aluminum profile
Aluminum sheet
Aluminum castings

Infographic: Steven Pope
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1

2

Less is

More
Audi is pursuing a vision – CO₂-neutral sites.
Systematic optimization is leading step-by-step
to this target.
Text
Paul-Janosch Ersing
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As an automaker, Audi pursues
the goal of ensuring individual
mobility. At the same time, the company is facing the
global challenge of environment and climate protection. Systematic work is ongoing to reduce greenhouse
gases, avoid noise, save water, make more effective use
of energy and expand the share of renewable energies.
Production equipment and buildings are planned for
energy efficiency and logistics processes designed for
sustainability.

The mobility of the
future must be CO₂-neutral –
and that applies not
only to the drives powering
our cars, but also
to their p
 roduction.

Geothermal power –
The new facility at
the Győr plant reduces
CO₂ emissions by
23,000 metric tons per
year.

Prof. Dr. Hubert Waltl

Staying on-track. As of November 2015, a
modern plug-in hybrid locomotive will enter service in
Ingolstadt for shunting work. Another will follow next
year. This marks the transfer to the transportation process of plug-in technology familiar from the car. The
locomotives’ batteries will be charged with electricity
from regenerative sources. The transition from the diesel shunting locomotives previously used to the new
plug-in hybrid locomotives will thus lead to a reduction
in CO₂ emissions of up to 35 percent.
In the last two years, bodyshell manufacturing has also become even more energy efficient. In
Ingolstadt’s A4/A5/Q5 Bodyshell Manufacturing, the
machines no longer merely go on standby during downtime; they now switch themselves off completely. The
intelligent shutdown concept significantly reduces
energy consumption during downtime. Furthermore,
more energy efficient robots will enter service as of
2015. Their modern control technology likewise enables the machines to shutdown during short breaks.
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Lighting –
At the Neckarsulm
factory, LED
technology provides
illumination
in the Audi Böllinger
Höfe area. It achieves
energy savings
of up to 75 percent.
←
Sustainable –
The drilling tower for
the 2,400-meter
geothermal bore at the
Győr plant.

At the Neckarsulm plant, the new Audi
Böllinger Höfe area, where the Audi R8 is one of the
models built under low-volume conditions, is lit using
LED technology, which saves up to 75 percent in energy
compared with conventional lighting.
In the production of the Audi R8, Audi also
uses a driverless transportation system (DTS), which is
energy-efficient, kind to the environment, low-mainten
ance and, at the same time, highly flexible. In A4/A5
Bodyshell Manufacturing, Audi will soon be improving
the energy consumption of its resistance spot welding
heads, the aim being to reduce the weight of these robotguided tools. Lighter heads enable the use of smaller
robots with lower energy consumption.
The international production plants are also
becoming increasingly involved in achieving the demanding environmental targets. In the modern Paint
Shop at the Győr plant in Hungary, the use of air recirculation in the dry scrubbing process is contributing to
a lowering in energy usage of up to 50 percent. Solvent
emissions are even being reduced by more than 70 percent due to this technology.More than 60 percent of
Audi Hungaria’s heat requirements will be covered in
future by a new geothermal installation that uses water
at 100 degree Celsius from a depth of 2,400 meters. It
generates at least 82,000 megawatt hours of geothermal heat energy, lowering CO₂ emissions at the
plant by 23,000 metric tons per year.
The Brussels plant in Belgium took a first
step in 2012, with the use of renewable electricity from
hydro power. Further energy sources have been progressively added since 2013 – on the roof of the factory,
covering an area of 37,000 square meters, is the region’s largest photovoltaic installation. It produces
more than 3,000 megawatt hours of electrical energy
per year. On-site electricity production and the additional purchase of green energy avoid 15,000 metric
tons of CO₂ emissions every year. An on-site combined
heat and power plant commenced the supply of sustainable energy at the end of 2014.
And for Audi, environmental protection does
not end at the factory gates. The oak forest international research project was launched in 2008. As well as the
first test area close to Ingolstadt, the project now encompasses around 100,000 trees on a number of sites
around the plants in Ingolstadt, Neckarsulm, Győr
(Hungary), Brussels (Belgium), Sant’Agata Bolognese
(Italy) and San Jose Chiapa (Mexico). The test sites were
established with the support of AUDI AG. The long-term
scientific steering of this project is being handled by the
Audi Foundation for the Environment.

A Production Line
of Ideas
Employee ideas improve
production flow
124
Carrozzeria Carbonara
The CFRP monocoque
in the Aventador super sports car
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PASSION
Passion is the key driver at Audi.
Passion means love,
sometimes lust and always complete
dedication.

Motion Pictures
Nighttime images
from the A1 plant in Belgium
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Hot Heart
Ducati engines are mechanical
works of art
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HOT
HEART
Hi-tech Drive for Superbikes
		
Ducati’s two-cylinder engines have long-since attained cult status.
First-class masters of their trade assemble the compact powerhouses
largely by hand. Here are a few impressions from engine production in Bologna.
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Craftsmanship –
outstanding
performance through
passion.

Photos
Bernhard Huber

When bikers talk about Ducati, only very
few of them retain a cool head. At the end
of the day, the fiery brand from Bologna has been famous for decades for high performance, innovation and a technology that is
unique in engine design. The desmodromic valve gear that uses
rocker arms instead of springs to close the valves bears testimony
to the engineering skill that has a long tradition at Ducati. The
complexity of its construction is justified by a whole series of distinct benefits.
The desmodromic system is a mechanical work of fine
art that crowns the sophisticated technology of the Superquadro
two-cylinders. These are what make the already highly desirable
models of the Panigale series very special indeed. Fully trimmed
for light weight, compact dimensions and maximum performance,
these engines with displacements of 898 to 1,285 cm³ and up to
150.8 kW (205 hp) make bold statements in every respect. And as
systematic and unfussy, as artful and efficient as the design of
these beating hearts may be, the process of their creation is no less
extraordinary. On the two-cylinder assembly line at the Ducati factory in the Bolognese district of Borgo Panigale, carefully selected
individuals apply remarkable skills – and the dedication without
which a Ducati simply wouldn’t be a Ducati – to the assembly of
around 90 of these high-end power plants per day.
Andrea Pulega provided us with an insight into the
manufacturing process and into the inside of these fascinating
engines. The 39 year-old Chief Assembly Technician from the Devel
opment department knows these engines better than virtually
anyone else. “When we have designed a new engine or carried out
changes, it’s he who builds the first one,” says Alessandro Zappoli,
Test Engineer from the Development department, speaking about
his colleague, who has worked for Ducati since 1999.
1

Pulega is now standing at the start of the assembly line,
which is shaped like a big U. The assembly stands emerging from
the ground are connected beneath the floor with a conveyor belt
that carries them to a total of 20 stations. This is where the individual parts are put together step-by-step to create a complete engine.
The left engine casing, including the crankshaft bear
ings, is already mounted on the stand, which can be tilted and turned
in all directions. At some stations, fitters are busy with big torque
wrenches or power screwdrivers. The optimum working position is
just as important there as it is here, where Pulega is currently installing the two transmission shafts along with gear wheels and
shifting forks into the casing. The head fitter also carefully guides
the oil pump and its shaft into the narrow bore and checks it for firm
location and freedom of movement. After fitting a small oil filter,
he wets the crankshaft bearing with a precisely dosed spray of oil,
because waiting in the wings for the next step is the 4.8-kilogram
crankshaft assembly complete with conrods and pistons.
Like the cylinder heads, these components come to the
line pre-assembled to the tightest of tolerances. The entire crank
drive hangs on a support that Pulega heaves over the engine casing
using a small hoist, slowly lowering the crankshaft journals and the
two mighty pistons. Once these parts are in position, a liquid seal
ant is applied along the edges of the left engine casing before the
right half is fixed onto it.
The chief fitter now uses a special tool to insert the
gleaming cylinder liners. It is inside these impressive bores measur
ing up to 116 millimeters that the pistons – which weigh just 532
grams in the Panigale R, including rings and pins – will later reciprocate highly efficiently and with very little friction, while the
crankshaft rotates at up to 12,300 revs per minute.
After the shift lever and gear cover have been fitted, the
engine’s crowning glory is next in line. Pulega mounts the preassembled cylinder heads and fixes them horizontally and vertically
with bolts. “Every single screw fixing has a precisely defined fasten
ing torque,” explains Pulega. The tools – torque wrench and power
screwdriver – transmit the values for every single screw and bolt
directly to the data storage system, which assigns them to the respective engine for quality assurance purposes.

Scan the QR code and experience in our video the Ducati 1299 Panigale S
on the race track.

2

1 With a fine touch – after inserting the
gear shafts, it’s the turn of the delicate oil
pump. Protective gloves are a must.
Precision work – Alessandro Zappoli
(left) and Andrea Pulega at one of the famous
Panigale engines.

2 Powerhouse – crankshaft, conrods and
pistons are preassembled. Andrea Pulega
inserts them with the cylinder liners
into the left half of the engine casing.
3 Closed circuit – the right side of the
casing has been assembled. The fitter now
brings the cylinder liners into position.
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3

The heads, these fine mechanical masterpieces, contain
myriad details that leave fans speechless. The sophisticated valve
drive with two rocker arms for each of the four valves per cylinder
features a centrifugal governor that reduces the compression during start-up by slightly lifting the valves. “This means we can use
a starter with just 400 watts. This obviously weighs less than the
one with 800 watts that we would need without this decompression
mechanism,” explains Pulega.
As he speaks, he fits the chain drive for the four camshafts including the gear wheels and the primary drive that
connects the crankshaft to the transmission. He follows this by
checking the valve opening and closing times in the horizontal and
vertical cylinders, as well as the assembly of the alternator and its
cover. Like other covers, it, too, is made from magnesium and is so
light and warm to the touch that it’s simply a pleasure to hold.
The two-cylinder is now almost complete. In the case
of the Panigale 1299 R, it weighs less than 60 kilograms and is a
central element of the 173-kilogram superbike’s lightweight design concept. But there are still a few things left to do before it is
united with the main and subframes. Pulega inserts the alternator
rotor and screws its cover on tight, attaches the gear wheels that
drive the water pump and the oil pump then fixes in place the clutch
and their respective casings. This is followed by the oil/water cool
er, the oil sump and a host of other small parts. Finally, Pulega
mounts two valve covers, their brown color revealing their lightweight core – these, too, are made from cast magnesium.
Furnished with its water-cooling hoses, an engine is
ready for an initial cold-run test after more-or-less exactly two
hours of concentrated assembly work by a committed team. A coldrun test means that the oil-filled engine does not run on its own,
but is instead driven externally on a test rig that takes it through a
precisely predefined cycle. “We let each engine run at low revs for
about three minutes and then for five minutes at medium revs,”
explains Alessandro Zappoli. “We check that all the moving components are functioning flawlessly, the compression, of course, the
oil pressure and also the alternator function.

If all the data retrieved is in order, the engine takes the
short trip to the assembly line, where it is connected as a loadbearing element to the main and subframes. Other mechanics then
fit a wide array of other components large and small to create a new
Ducati from the Panigale series. Soon the two-cylinder will fire up
for the first time on its own, unleashing its characteristic sound –
and setting its owner’s heart racing.

Head work – only Ducati uses desmodromic
valve control. Inside the cylinder head,
many delicate components interact precisely
and efficiently.

Desmodromic Valve Control
Normally, the intake and exhaust valves of a four-stroke engine are closed
by springs, having been opened by the camshaft. Back in the 1950s, engine designer Fabio Taglioni identified while working for Ducati that an
engine’s power output could be raised consistently if the same mechan
ism used to open (1) the valves was also used to close them (2). Desmodromic valve control entered series production in the single-cylinder
Ducati Gran Sport. To this day, this rocker-arm valve control is an exclusive
trademark of the Italian superbike manufacturer. Ducati stands firmly by
this construction in high-performance engines because it enables pre
cisely defined valve closing curves and produces less power loss than
springs at medium and low revs. Desmodromic control thus improves
power delivery, high-revving characteristics, fuel consumption and
exhaust quality.

1

2

Scan the QR code to see our video on the desmodromic system
in action.

4 Driving force – the primary drive is assembled.
It connects the crankshaft and gearbox
and also drives the valves of the Panigale’s
upright cylinder.

4

5

5 At the finish line – water and oil pump
drives and the clutch are all assembled. Andrea
Pulega now uses a machine to fasten the
clutch pressure plate to the correct torque.
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Test phase –
Helical thread tapping is
currently being tested on cylinder heads,
where it is cutting threads
for the thermal-insulation plate.

A
Production
Line
of Ideas
Inventions at Audi
Be it accidentally in their free time or during specific cooperations with partner
companies, every employee idea that can contribute to raising efficiency or
improving the working environment is examined by Audi for its benefits and feasibility.
It is not unusual for the outcome to be successful patents. The following are
one or two real-life examples.

Extremely promising –
When it enters series production, the high-speed welding head will
be used primarily in the manufacture of steel bodyshells.
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HIGH-SPEED
WELDING HEAD

Innovative –
Markus Altersberger with the high-speed welding head.
He is overseeing its test phase.

In 2014, Audi Production won the Best Open Innovation
Award from Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen in the
“Best Cross-Industry Innovation” category. This award
is thanks to the high-speed welding head, a joint production with drive system and gear manufacturer Witten
stein. The company supplies a motor-gear unit that
Audi uses in resistance spot welding. What’s new about
it is the directly driven head kinematics, with a circular
instead of linear motion. This saves time each time the
head closes and opens. But Audi enhanced the tool with
yet another innovation that ensures the power required
for the weld is available in a shorter time.
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Markus Altersberger, jointly responsible for
technology development jointing technology, is hand
ling the test phase for the new head and sees parallels
to an SLR camera. “Wittenstein is improving quasi the
camera’s shutter release. With the help of the new drive,
it takes less time and pressure to release it. In this example, the Audi contribution can be compared to the
camera flash. We have worked on shortening the flash’s
charging phase, while making it even brighter.”
The outcome is quasi the shift from an individual image to continuous shooting. The high-speed
welding head is used primarily in manufacturing steel
bodyshells. The Audi A1, A3 and A4 are possible bene
ficiaries of the new technology, should the decision be
taken to use it in series production. “It looks very promising. We reckon that we will be able to conduct initial
test runs in production with the high-speed welding
head in about a year,” says Markus Altersberger. And
he is in good spirits; after all, the concept already received the Audi Production Award in 2011, which ran
at the time under the motto “Resource efficiency in
production”.

360°
What’s new
about the high-speed
welding head
is the directly driven
gripper kinematics,with a circular
instead of linear
motion. This means a
time saving every
time the gripper opens
and closes.

Audi Production won
the Best Open Innovation Award
from Zeppelin University
Friedrichshafen in
2014 in the “Best Cross-Industry
Innovation” category for
its high-speed welding head.
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Helical Thread Tapper
→ V6 ENGINES

180°

Almost the entire engine lineup of the brand with the
four rings is built in Győr, Hungary. Gasoline and diesel
engines are produced here in more than 240 variants
– a total of almost 2 million of them per year. Peter
Kopton works here in Production Planning. The focus of
his job is on the layout of processes and tools for new
production lines as well as ongoing care and mainten
ance of existing lines. He therefore commutes to-andfro between his office in Ingolstadt and Győr.
“Thread cutting takes up the greatest production time,” he says. A thread tapper needs 30 revolutions per piece – 15 on the way in and 15 on the way out.
Cubic components like cylinder heads have roughly 60
threads, making the processing time particularly
lengthy. Peter Kopton set himself an ambitious target.
He took it upon himself to find a way to accelerate this
process and, in so doing, eliminate one of the machines.
He just didn’t yet know where to start.
Then one day, he had a light-bulb moment.
He had to define process kinematics for producing a
thread and develop a tool that required fewer rotations. And thus the helical thread tapper was born. It
was created in cooperation with a company called
Emuge and is now known as the “Punch Tap”. The powerful tool no longer screws its way evenly into the bore,
but dives on a steep helical path to the desired depth,
rotates through 180 degrees while retracting half way
back up then leaves the bore on the same steep helical
path. Each thread tapping process takes just fractions
of a second.
The helical thread tapper is currently being
introduced into an existing production line. Kopton’s
colleague, Dr. Roland Meyer, is in charge of the test
phase. As soon as it has been successfully completed,
the technology will be expanded into other areas. It is
already apparent that the process holds a great deal of
potential. Based on an assumption of 800,000 M6
threads produced per day, more than 200 machine
hours can be saved per working day. The helical thread
tapper means shorter cycle times, more engines per
shift and, for new projects, the additional saving of one
whole machine per production line. Less energy consumption and lower maintenance costs are two further
benefits. If everything goes to plan, the process is expected to be incorporated into two completely new
lines for V6 engines.

The helical thread
tapper dives on
a steep helical path to
the specified depth,
turns through
180 degrees, while
retracting halfway back
up and leaves the
bore on the same
steep helical path. Each
thread-cutting
sequence takes just
fractions of a second.

Technical masterpiece –
Peter Kopton and Dr. Roland Meyer inspect a helical
thread tapper from the test series.

The helical thread
tapper means faster cycle times,
more engines per shift and,
ultimately, the saving of an entire
machine.
“What Peter Kopton has invented is a technical masterpiece,” says Marc-Alexander Neuhausen,
who is a patent attorney at Audi and responsible for
inventions that come from Production. He has been
handling the patent since 2012 and has now registered
it in all the most important global markets in addition
to Germany. “An invention of this nature is not an every
day occurrence, even for me,” Neuhausen stresses. Far
more frequent are inventions from everyday production, with which employees make a work step more
effective or more ergonomic. Again and again, MarcAlexander Neuhausen is surprised by what lands on his
desk, “We have colleagues who find their inspiration in
a pizza oven, from geocaching or from hand dryers. And
these inventions are now a fixed feature of our production.”

Cooperation –
The helical thread tapper was created
in cooperation with Emuge and is now known
as the “Punch Tap”.
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A
PRODUCTION
LINE
OF IDEAS

Dental screwdriver
→ AUDI A3

Bicycle br ake
→ AUDI A3

Pine tree cart
→ AUDI RS 3 SPORTBACK

An unusual source of inspiration –
The idea for the “dental screwdriver” came to Thomas Winkler
while on the treatment chair.

Conversion –
Martin Irmer’s modified bicycle brake cuts out long distances
for people working in Audi A3 Assembly.

Festive idea –
Johann Sedlmair came up with the practical
“pine tree cart” when taking the decorations down from the
Christmas tree.

Thomas Winkler was at the dentist when he came up
with something that would forever change the assembly of the Audi A3 family on line section 1. “While I sat
on the treatment chair and waited, I took the opportunity to have a close look at the equipment,” he recalls.
It quickly became clear to him that this was a prime
example of ergonomic working. Every instrument used
is within reach, with no distances too long. He was particularly impressed by the lamp. Its flexible arm saves
the dentist from laborious bending or twisting. Winkler
needed something just like this for the pedal assembly
of the new Audi A3 family introduced in 2013. Some
thing was required to cushion a recoil torque of 25
Newton meters during the fasting procedure. He
thought that a flexible arm that held the screwdriver
for the technician, while being able to reach into the
footwell, would be the perfect aid. A few weeks later,
he was standing with his boss in the tryout center and
running the first tests. Instead of the lamp, it was a
regular EC screwdriver that was fixed to the articulated
arm. This test phase usually take more than a year. In
this case, however, introduction into series production
took just a few months – even before the new Audi A3
went into production.

One of the longest parts of Audi A3 Assembly is line
section 4. This is where three employees perfect the
shutlines on the hood. To exclude even the tiniest of
deviations, they conduct measurements in several
places. “Each hood is adjusted several times,” says
Martin Irmer, group spokesperson for shift 2. Prior to
start-of-production, one of the work steps anticipated
was to walk round the car each time and open the hood
using the lever in the driver-side footwell. Irmer
deemed that this would involve lots of unnecessary
time and enormous walking distances, and consequently spent a long time mulling over how this could
be improved.
One Saturday morning in May, he rode to
the supermarket on his wife’s bicycle, with a shopping
list in his hand. Then on the way back, with the bike’s
basket fully laden, he came up with the idea: If he fixed
the cable from a bicycle brake to the two hood fasteners
in the engine bay, pulling on the brake lever would release the safety hooks on the hood. No sooner said than
tested – and the tool was integrated into the line, even
before production began.

Since the start of the year, the RS 3 Sportback has also
been produced at the Ingolstadt plant on the Audi A3
assembly line. Johann Sedlmair, Sven Böhme, Hendrik
Heuer and their staff work here in teams of two. The
three men are the inventors of the so-called “pine tree
cart”. Sedlmair, who is responsible at home for putting
up and taking down the Christmas tree, transferred his
organizing principle in reverse order to his work. His
experience that, after the festive season, he can only be
sure that no decoration has been left on the tree by accident if every free space in the Christmas tree box has
been filled again, applies in reverse to assembly. Not
until every box for screws, clips and fasteners is empty,
have all necessary parts been installed.
“There are screw fastenings all over the
place in the engine bay in particular and you just have
to keep checking it yourself,” says Sedlmair. Together
with Böhme and Heuer, he built a tool cart based on the
idea of a pine tree and applying the same principle as at
home that everything has to be removed – or, in this
case, installed – from top to bottom.

We have colleagues who
find their inspiration in a pizza oven,
from geocaching or from
hand dryers. And these inventions
are now a fixed feature of our
production.
Marc-Alexander Neuhausen
Patent attorney at Audi
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Carrozzeria
CArbonara

1 Well wrapped – prior to being
baked in the oven, the beauty of
the part is far from apparent.
It is wrapped in airtight foil like
a treasure.
2 Position check – four layers of the
temperature-sensitive prepreg
material make up the roof of the
Aventador. They have to be very
precisely positioned.

Hi-tech Monocoque
The bull brand has been applying enormous expertise in its use
of carbon-fiber reinforced plastics for the last 30 years. The Aventador
is the first Lamborghini with a full CFRP monocoque that is the
perfect symbiosis of lightweight design and stiffness. We take you here
on a tour of the production facility in Sant’Agata Bolognese.

3 Molded to perfection – experienced
assembly technicians lay the mats
into the mold with millimeter precision and position them there.

When the steel door opens, what emerges
are the familiar factory sounds – but they
are more muted than usual in this 7,000 square-meter production
facility, which began operations with the Aventador in 2011. “The
hall, the production processes for the monocoque and the car were
developed in parallel,” explains Massimiliano Corticelli, who conceived the CFRP production system. CFRP stands for Carbon-Fiber
Reinforced Polymers and they are one of the lightweight design
secrets of the 700 hp super sports car, which now even comes with
750 hp in the new Superveloce version.
CFRP is the hi-tech heart of the intelligent lightweight
design that is the key to maximum performance at Lamborghini.
The creation of the Aventador monocoque is a fusion of hi-tech
and craftsmanship. Bathed in daylight, this production hall routinely combines automated processes and highly specialized
manual skills.

3
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2

4 Skill – the shells of the under-section
are also laminated by hand. They
are made using a process invented by
Lamborghini and patented under
the name RTM Lambo.

4

5 Pressure and heat – the prepreg components bake in the autoclave for
three hours at 135 degrees Celsius
in a vacuum of six bar. The flexible
mats fuse during this process to create a single hard piece.

5

6
6 Upside-down – the tub, the lower
section of the monocoque, is baked
in two molds. Between the CFRP
mats is a layer of white epoxy foam.
7 Precision is more important than
speed – the Aventador monocoque is
built largely by hand.
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The monocoque emerges from several components to
form an extremely stiff single-shell cell. However, single-shell does
not mean that the entire monocoque, weighing just 147.5 kilograms, consists of just one layer of carbon composite material. The
special jointing technology means rather that the individual parts
are physically united to create a greater whole that will neither
twist nor bend, even when subjected to very high loads, e.g. during
extremely dynamic maneuvering or in the event of a collision. The
roughly 20 pieces that make up the monocoque for the Aventador
and Aventador Roadster – including its folding hardtop – are made
using three different production processes, each one guaranteeing
the perfect result for the respective demands.
Our tour brings us first into prepreg production, a room
of barely 400 square meters. The sliding doors open and close automatically because the material being processed here is highly
temperature sensitive. “The carbon-fiber mats, which are preimpregnated with a thermoset liquid epoxy are delivered to us by our
supplier at a temperature of minus 21 degrees Celsius,” explains a
technician as he handles one of the slightly tacky layers, just a
couple of millimeters thick. “But the material can only be processed
at plus 21 degrees Celsius, so it’s heated up before we start working
with it and then maintained at a constant 21 degrees.”
A total of four layers, each with different characteristics, are laid precisely by skilled hands into the associated molds.
The mats, which are delivered in large rolls, are precut to shape
using CNC machines. The meticulous concentration on the part of
the specialists at work is palpable, yet it is paired with a certain
calm serenity that comes with expertise. It’s down to fractions of
millimeters in a process with no room for error. The top mat for
the exterior roof skin and other sections has a paintable layer, as
these are the surfaces that will later gleam in the car’s final color.
Lamborghini produced the female molds in-house. They are not
made from metal, but are likewise from carbon-fiber reinforced
polymers. The benefit of this is that they need just a few hours to
cool and are considerably lighter.

7
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9

Once the prepreg layers are lying correctly in their
mold, they are covered with a blue protective sheet, a soft, white
felt layer and a shimmering violet sheet of foil. When the pipes
then generate a vacuum to suck out every last air bubble, the
package looks almost like a cryptic installation by artist Christo.
Finally, they wait on carts to be rolled into one of the three autoclaves not far from the exit of the small, hi-tech department. Once
inside, they are held at a temperature of 135 degrees Celsius in a
vacuum of six bar for a period of three hours.
Meanwhile, a few steps further on, technicians focus
their attention on the lower half of the monocoque, known as the
tub. In a sealed room, they carefully lay large, wide mats over a
mold, the profile of which only becomes apparent on closer inspection. There are two big cavities at the front, which is where
the pedals and brake servo unit are mounted, with the wiring loom
and control units in the opening alongside. At the other end of the
upturned floor, we can also make out the bulkhead that will later
separate the occupants from the mighty V12 behind them.
Cavities at the front and rear of the tub hint at the forthcoming
union with the roof section, which – thanks to large, precisely
formed studs – is not only a thermal, but also a mechanical joint.
But there’s still a long way to go before that happens.

First, the fitters accurately lay four layers of the
machinecut material one on top of the other. Laser pointers mark
the exact position. Each layer is positioned at 45 degrees to the
one below, helping to guarantee the best possible stiffness following the curing process. Once the tub’s inner shell is finished,
the technicians partially cover it with relatively thick pieces of
light-colored epoxy foam. These spacers not only dampen noise
and vibration, they also fill the cavities between the first shell and
the second one to follow. Inserts are fitted into the spacers
at precisely defined points. These are metal blocks into which holes
and threads will later be bored to take the subframes and smaller
components. Finally, the outer shell is laid over the inner shell.
“In contrast to our co-workers in the prepreg department, we work here with dry carbon-fiber matting,” explains one
of the fitters. Lamborghini uses RTM technology (Resin Transfer
Mould) for the tub, which contributes the majority of the phenomenal torsional stiffness of the complete monocoque (including
subframes) of 35,000 Newton meters per degree. In the RTM
process, the epoxy resin is not injected until later. Lamborghini
has developed its own time and cost-saving process here, which
is patented as RTM Lambo. The entire tub is laid in the dedicated
CFRP tool and placed in an oven preheated to 60 degrees. In the
space of just four minutes, the resin is mechanically injected
under slight pressure, while vacuum pipes suck the air out of the
material. And after one hour at 100 degrees Celsius, the fully
cured tub can be removed from the molds.

10
8 The perfect cell – after the final bake,
the paintable top section and the
lower section of the monocoque are
united, giving a combined weight
of just 147.5 kilograms.
9 Clever solution – the CFRP molds
are lighter than those made from steel
and they also cool down faster.
10 It has to be perfect – wearing
breathing masks, technicians remove
the tiniest edges and irregularities.
11 Growth – technicians assemble
the front and rear subframes onto the
monocoque to create, in this case,
a Roadster.
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13

The so-called rockers, mounted on the sides of the
tubs, make for maximum stiffness – and therefore also the best
possible crash safety. The tube-shaped elements are made using
a process known as braiding, in which carbon fibers are wrapped
around a core. During the weaving process, the fine fibers are
crisscrossed in such a way that even these components have the
familiar carbon-fiber look.
After the final process, in which the upper section and
the tub are fused in a heat chamber to create the monocoque,
robots bore holes and cut threads into the inserts. The monocoque
is positioned during this step via four reference points in its base
that serve for measuring the whole part. “Basically, the entire car
is oriented around these points,” says Massimiliano Corticelli. As
with the other measurement points, everything has to be exactly
right down to 0.1 millimeter.
Then the monocoque rolls onto the next station,
where fitters attach the subframes for the suspension elements,
engine, transmission and ancillaries. This is followed later by
mountings for the aluminum doors and cover panels, the aluminum fenders and the characteristic carbon-fiber engine cover.
Extremely meticulous inspectors painstakingly examine the shutlines at the doors and fenders and mark any areas where further
work is required. Gradually, the bodyshell becomes recognizable
as the Aventador. It then has to brave the scrutiny of experts in
the light tunnel, whose job it is to ensure that all the surfaces are
finished to perfect quality.
Parked on a wagon, the bodies-in-white finally stand
in front of a roller door awaiting transportation to the Paint Shop.
Bit-by-bit, the noise and chatter of the production hall recedes
and the footsteps become fewer, as the second shift, too, heads
for home. The following day will see another five cars created,
of which every single one is sure to be the car of the year for its
future owner.

12 Hidden beauty – most of the carbon
structure is later hidden by cladding. The inserts are furnished with
holes and bores.
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13 There’s no escape – the light tunnel
lays bare even the tiniest surface
imperfection or uneven joint line.
14 Lightweight – complete with all
add-on parts, the entire body-in-white
weighs just 229.5 kilograms.

Factory in motion – the production of around 520 Audi A1 per day at the Brussels
plant is an extremely precise choreography of people and machines.

Photos
David Breun

There are no fewer than 500 robots in action here. This one is setting its spot welds
for stiffening the door opening and transverse roof beam.

Motion
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Many become one – seven different drives are offered for the Audi A1, plus, of course,
manual gearbox or DSG, front-wheel drive or quattro and a choice of finely tuned
suspension variants. Here, a 1.4 TSI is being prepared for the “wedding” with the bodyshell.
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On its own feet – not until the wheels are mounted is a car truly mobile.
25 different wheel designs and sizes are used at this assembly station, plus ten types
of tire. They are, naturally, delivered “just-in-time and just-in-sequence”.
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The start of a car life – the so-called “counting point 8” marks the end of production.
The Audi A1 is finished, extensively checked, precisely evaluated in the light
tunnel – and found to be “in order”. In 2014 alone, more than 115,000 Audi A1 left
here on their journey to their new owners.
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